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LAND LOCKED SALMON OR LAKE
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
TROUT, are the birds we want to -see,
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established,
and the price we are willing to pay for and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882.
the pleasure of looking at the biggest The Free Press was established in 1855, and
and best is this: To the person who’ in 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune.
catches in Knox County or vicinity and These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
brings to our store during the month of
Subscription $3.00 per /ear payable In ad
April the land-locked salmon that vance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
weighs the most, we will make a pres
reasonable.
ent of a good telescope steel fishing rod; very
Communications upon topics of general Inter
also another rod of the same kind to the est are solicited.
one bringing in the heaviest lake trout, i Entered at the poetofflee In Rockland for cir
at second-class postal rates.
We would like to display the fish in our culation
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
window at least one day, and will weigh urday morning, Loin 469 Main Street, Rock
each fish and keep careful record, and land, Maine.
on May 1st we will notify the lucky fish
g*
erman,—or better yet, fisherwoman—to •••
•••
call and get the fishing rod. There are •••
Tricks and treachery are the practice »
no rules, regulations or restrictions to
of fools that have not wit enough to »
this offer. Use any gear you want to,
he honest —Benjamin Franklin.
•••
—
•
*■
and buy it where you please. We hope
you will buy your tackle in Knox County
anyway, as there are several places
The MacMillan craft in which the
where you can find a mighty good stock
famous explorer plans to circumnavi
of fresh water fishing gear.
We are more than satisfied with our fishing tackle display this year, and
'most everybody enjoys looking over this kind of plunder, so come on in and
let's plan a little trip. If we don't go, we wiH have a little fun getting ready,
anyway.

HARDWARE COMPANY

ROCKLAND

PAINTING
AND PAPERING

GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning

—DONE BY—

G. B. BLOOM
60 WILLOW ST.

TEL. 114-M, or Call

75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M

26-tf

gate Baltins Land, will be launched at
Boothbay Harbor April 9 at about 11.15
a. in. Gov. Baxter, a classmate of
Mr." MacMillan, will' be present, to
gether with President Sills and a
large delegation front Bowdoin Col
lege. The schooner will be christened
by Miss May Fogg of Freeport, a niece
of the explorer. Mr. MacMillan lately
inspected the Bowdoin in company
with his nephew, Dr. Neil A. Fogg of
Rockland.

The American Window Glass Co. of
Pittsburg has announced a 21 per cent
cut in the price of window glass.
Which is hardly in line with many re
cent newspaper statements that the
cost of building materials was going to
increase rather than decrease.

IN LEGISLATURE
Senator Thompson of Knox appeared
Friday for the bill relating to the ap
pointment of clerks by registers of
deeds for the purpose of giving certi
fied copies of deeds in the absenoe of
the registers. This, or portions of it,
was opposed by Representatives Cram
of Portland and Rogers of Rockland
and Chairman Gillin of the committee
read a letter from the register of deeds
of Penobscot county opposing the
measure as unnecessary, the provision
of the present law taking care of the
situation. Senator Thompson said
that the bill was not a personal one
with him and he desired the passage
of that portion which would give the
power of registers in small counties to
make these appointments so that it
would be possible to get a certified
copy of a deed when the register is
absent, this now being possible,
ease
The committee on judiciary reported
Friday ought to pass on an act to in
crease the number of names in the
jury box; ought not to pass on an act
to reimburse the county commission
ers for services incurred in public
meetings away from the county seat;
legislation inexpedient on an act to
provide that women shall not be re
quired Io serve on juries.
• * • •
The House Friday by a vote of 59-53
rejected the minority report ought to
pass on the act to secure the purity of
ice cream which provides that if a deal
er sells homogenized Ice cream, a
frozen product he shall let the con
sumer know what he is buying.
* • • «
The Councilor districts oSMaine will
remain the next 10 years as at present
constituted if the resolve presented
Friday by Representative Maxwell has
a passage. The apportionment for the
Fifth District would give
Waldo
county the member in 1923-24, Han
cock in 1925-26 and 1927-28, Knox in
1929-30 and Lincoln in 1931-32.
• • • •
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McKENNA RESIGNS

Vinalhaven Boy Won l ame
In Secret Service Becomes
Customs Agent.

AIDS NEW VOTERS

Manual of Maine Government Just The
Thing For Learning Lots in Short
Time,

In response to a widespread demand
from new’ voters tho Republican State
Committee recently
published the
Manual of Maine Government, a con
cise and comprehensive book compiled
by the State librarian, H. E. Dunnaek,
explaining the methods and processes
of Maine’s government in such a way
that they may readily be understood
hy the average citizen who has neither
the time nor the patience to extract
the simple meaning from the legal
verbiage of the revised statutes.
Part I is a brief section devoted to
the history and meaning of the State
llag, seal and arms and the State floral
emblem. Fart II explains voting and
elections in Maine, including registra
tion, caucus laws, nominations, pri
maries, inspection of ballots, etc. Part
Ifl is concerned with local government
and relates to the officials, hoards,
commissions and the functions of each
in the town, the city and the county.
State government is considered in
Phrt IY, the duties and functions of
State officials, departments and insti
tutions being set forth in detail. This
section of the manual also contains
chapters on the judiciary and court
procedure. Part V describes the na
tional government, devoting a chapter
each to the legislative, the executive
and the judicial departments, the fed
eral commissions, and She manage
ment of our insular possessions. There
is also a useful list of legal terms in
common use with their explanations
given, and a chronology of Maine his
tory is appended.
Local orders may be sent through
Mrs. H. V. Tweedie, 391-J, Secretary of
the Woman’s Educational Club.

SUMMER IN CAMDEN

A Few of the Notables Who
Make Up a Congenial Col
ony.

Owen F. McKenna, head of the
Caretakers of summer estates in
United States secret service in New
Camden are busily engaged in remov
England since last October, resigned
ing storm doors, shutters and bank
Friday to accept a commission as cus
ing boards, taking away burlap and
toms agent, to operate in Boston under
brush from the shrubbery and allow
the direction of L. W. Bean, special
ing the warm sunlight to penetrate
agent in charge. McKenna returns to
wherever it will. In a few weeks the
a field in which he spent 16 years pre
first early visitors will begin to come
vious to his connection with the secret
from the cities and everything points
service. While investigating in the
to be a busy season, writes a Camden
latter service he uncovered several
correspondent.
counterfeiting plants in this vicinity,
Among the first to come are Cyrus
the most recent being discovery of
H. K. Curtis and his son-in-law Ed
such a plant in Hanover street, two
ward Bok, until recently the editor of
men being arrested in a raid that fol
the Ladies Home Journal. They love
lowed.
Camden as do Mrs. Curtis and Mrs.
He captured the famous iacoussl
Bok, and Camden has good reasons
band of counterfeiters at Worcester,
for reciprocating. These people have
one of the five members being the only
done much in the past to prove their
woman counterfeiter on record in 20
love of the town and its people and
years, each of them being sentenced
many of their good deeds have never
to three to seven years.
He also lo
been known except to the persons
cated a counterfeiting plant in a fish
most concerned.
erman’s shack at Longmeadow, K. I.,
Their summer homes on Beau
and dug up the printing press usedJjy
champ Point are simple but very cosy
the counterfeiters from the bottom of
and comfortable and here the tired
the ocean. Smith
and
Mc'l'ague,
business men (for both Mr Curtis and
former Providence policemen, were
Mr. Bok are busy the larger part of
sentenced to 10 years and $7000 fines
the year.) finds rest, recreation and
in this case.
peace. They live the greater part of
Mr. McKenna entered tlie secret ser
the season out of doors, the former
vice in June. 1917, being employed
spending many hours a day on his
throughout the country on German
yacht, for he has two hobbies, yacht
propaganda, trading with the enemy,
ing and golf. In fact on his country
war frauds and other plots against the
estate nt Wyncote a beautiful suburb
United States.
For the first few
of Philadelphia, he has a private golf
months of the war he was on special
course. Mr Curtis has another hob
detail with the department of justice. It
by, one which Portland people especi
was largely due to his work as the
ally have reason to be thnkful for—
customs agent in charge of prosecu
music.
All who have had
tho
tions of opium smuggling that traffic
pleasure of hearing the municipal
in this drug was practically stamped
organ in Portland City Hail, have
out in New England.
much Io be thankful for, for it is the
The above article from the Boston
gift of this generous man.
AS SPECIAL MASTER
Herald of last Thursday will be of
Cyrus IL K. Curtis was born in
special interest to many Knox county
Portland on June 18, 1850 and attend
readers as Mr. McKenna is a native of Portland Man Will Receive and Pass
ed the public school there until he
Vinalhaven—a son of the late Thomas
Upon Claims Against Fish Com was 18 years old. When a lad he
The joint committee on labor and F. and Mary (Lyons) McKenna. His
pany.
sold paiiers on the street and left the
legal affairs presented two reports in success is very gratifying to the island
Portland High School to go to work.
the House Saturday on an act rela people and other friends of Mr. Met
Philip G. Clifford of Portland lias At the age of 11 he published his first
tive to the hours of employment of Kenna.
been appointed special master of the paper, an amateur boys’ paper called
women and minors, the 48-hour bill,
Y’oung America. Later he located in
socalled. The majority report, ought
The Bath Times says that T. D. East Coast Fisheries Products Com
to pass in a new draft, was signed by pipes are coming back into favor in pany, and will receive and pass upon Boston, still in the printing business,
and in 1876 went to Philadelphia
11 members, including Representative that city. Time was, and not so very
Rogers of Rockland. The new draft long pgo, when the humblest Bath the validity of claims against the where it may be said his life work
As the head of
■provides that no male under 16 years laborer was not content without a company. The appointment was made has been done.
of age and no female shall be em meerschaum pipe and a $12 shirt. How by District Judge Clarence Hale, upon the Curtis Publishing Company is
petition of the receivers, George W. suing the Ladies Home Journal, The
ployed in any workshop, factory, man times change.
Saturday Evening Post and The
Goethals and Harry M. Verrill.
ufacturing establishment or mechan
All creditors, are directed and noti .,Country Gentleman, li(n name Is a
ical establishment or laundry more
fied to present their respective claims household woid.
than eight hours in any one day. ex
• • • •
to this special master at his office. No.
cept when a different apportionment
Edward Bok, who married Mr.
95 Exhange street. Portland, not later
of the hyurs of labor is made for the
than May 30, 1921.
If the special Curtis daughter was also a poor boy
sole purpose of making a shorter day
master shall require additional proof and sold papers* Hls first job was
work for one day of the week, and in
or information in regard to any claim washing windows of a bake shop at 50
no case shall the hours of labor ex
presented as above, it shall be fur cents a week. Unable' to speak Eng
ceed nine hours in any one day, or 48
nished by the claimant.
lish he had a hard row to hoe, but he
hours in a week. The provisions of
The receivers are ordered to furnish kept to his task, finally through the
this section shall not apply to clerks,
the special master, upon request by newsboy route becoming a reporter
book-keepers, stenographers or other
him, access to all the books and pa and now one of the best known edi
persons rendering clerical assistance.
pers now in their hands, and furnish tors in the country. Both he and Mrs.
The minority report, ought not to pass,
him all information in their possession Curtis are very philanthropic and do
was signed by nine members including
uvur/jo/ne
relating to the outstanding claims.
much for Camden. They have, in ad
Senator Thompson
The special master is to report to dition to their place on Beauchamp
the Court, as soon as may be after Point, a cottage at Lake MeguntiThe committee on State Sanatori
May 30. 1921, and may apply to this cook, Some years ago Mr, Bok, a
ums, to which was referred the cor
Court from time to time for further great lover of flowers, cauged some
respondence regarding the bequest of
insft-uctions and authority.
hundreds bf crimson ramblers to be set
the late Henry. W. Clary of Jefferson,
out along the highway leading to his
of certain real estate in the town of
lake-side cottage.
Jefferson, with his personal property,
Another Interesting summer resi
in trust for the State of Maine for the
dent of Camden, also a literary man,
purpose of establishing and maintain
is Gilbert Patten, the novelist, the
ing a sanatorium for the care and
originator of the Frank and Dick
treatment of persons affected with
Merriwell stories of some 25 years
tuberculosis, reported Friday, in sub
ago. He has made Camden his sum
stance, that while the bequest is ap
—AT—
•
mer home for many years and the
preciated, it must recommend as fol
handsome
Colonial house overlooklows :
&
HORTICULTURE
CO.
the harbor is one of the most attrac
That the Clary farm is not conve
tive in the town. He lives in New
nient of access, either for passengers
436 Main Street, Rockland. Tel. 500.
York during the winter and has been
or freight: that the State is maintain
engaged in play writing for the past
ing at large expense, three tubercu
—OR—
year.
losis sanatoriums, which are capable
His hobby is baseball and many ot
of expansion as becomes necessary,
HEISTAD
the heroes of his novels have been
and that the committee can see no
found in Camden during the oid days
reason why our tuberculosis patients
Rockport. Phone Camden, 32-11
of the Knox County League when
can not be practicall? as well cared for
such players as Socolexls, Mike Slat
at existing sanatoriums and at less ex
tery, Dan Gorman, the Pulsifer
pense. For the reasons set forth, we
brothers of Lewiston and the Dissell
do not recommend that the Legislature
In-others of Syracuse played on the
accept. And we do not feel that our
Camden team. Mr. Patten was a
AUTO CO.
BATH
attitude detracts from the splendid
staunch supporter of the sport and
nature of the bequest of Mr. Clary, the
Headquarters
at
Flye
’
s
Garage
one of his early plays, Nan the Masacceptance of which has been so feel
<oL was given four consecutive sum
ingly urged by surviving members of
mers as a benefit for the Baseball
the family. The committee further
—ON HAND—
Association, the author coaching and
recommends the reference of the mat
LAFAYETTE
PEERLESS
taking part in the performances.
ter to the Governor and Council, who
One of the earliest summer vlstors
are charged with the administration,
FRANKLIN
<
NASH
and one who became a permanent
through the Board of Trustees, of tlie
AND
AUBURN
CARS
resident, spending his last days here,
affairs of our sanatoriums.
was Hon. J. B. Stearns, inventor of
USED CARS OF MOST EVERY MAKE
the duplex system of telegraphy. Ho
Telephone that item ot news to The
built what was then —some 30 or
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
more years ago— a very elaborate
W. W.
SALESMAN
readers will see it
villa of brick and stone and wood.
Telephone 511-W.
ROCKLAND
T-S-85-tf
It was for many years the show place
and still attracts the attention of tho
tourist who motors along the shore
road from Camden to Belfast. He
called the place Norumbega and it
stands in a vast acreage, with spread
ing lawns. He also owned a stock
farm a few miles further on, called
Your Diamonds and
Samoset, and another villa which he
called Selborne.
have them set in up
James Baxter Perry the blind pi
to date settings.
anist, has a summer place on the side
of Mt. Battie where for many years
with his wife he spent the season.
Other prominent men and women
have picked Camden as their summer

UPS /

»»«»

CALL FOR TRUCK

THE “EASY”
will pay for itselt out ot the wear
it saves your clothes...................

MAINE SEED

H.

SHAW

Did you know that the Good Housekeeping Institute had proved
that washing clothes by the rub-board method takes 80% out of the

wear of the clothes?

The “Easy” will add inontlis to the life of your clothes.

The “Easy” is operated by electricity. The two cups inside of
the tub wash the clothes by air pressure and suction. They move up
and down sixty times per minute. On the down stroke, the air in
the cups forces the soapy water through the mesh of the garments. On
the up stroke, the suction of the cups draws the soapy water through
the mesh. This harmless method forces wafer back and forth through
the clothes sixty times per minute and removes all dirt or foreign sub
stances without the least friction, rubbing or wearing of the clothes.
t

You can prove to your own satisfaction that the “Easy” will
save your clothes. Give the “Easy” a chance to talk to you in your
own home. You will be glad you did. A free demonstration obligates
you in no way.
•
'

Knox Electric Company
X

ROCKLAND,

SALESROOMS
THOMASTON AND

CAMDEN

OF

HARRISON,

BRING IN

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

OREL E. DAVIES

home where they rest and

play

and

gain strength for the remainder of the
year.
Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
carries the home news of Knox county
to every State In the Union and to
many foreign lands.

Feet Hurt?
It
There a Dr. Scholl Foot Comfort
Appliance or Reme dy for every'
_
foot trouble. These sim
ple and effective devices
have brought foot com
fort to millions of people.
When fitted by our ex
pert,they give Immediate
relief and will correct the
cause of your suffering.
Bring youf foot troubles
to us. No charge for
< this service.

L. E. BLACKINGTON
BOOTS, SHOES, CLOTHING

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
ROCKLAND, MAINE

With Branches at Vinalhaven, Warren and Union, Me.

Over Seven Thousand People Bank With Us
This Bank cordially invites your business

4 per cent

savin gs^deposits

4 percent

sterer your i
____ _
ever crowded jour hours wllh "affairs, do nd
fall to secure at least a ftw minutes every d»y
for refreshment of jour Inner life with a oil
o( poetry.
—Charles lUot Norton.

PETER BELL
He moved among the rales and streams.
In the green wood and hollow del!;
They were his dwelling night and day
But Nature ne’er could And the way
Into the heart of Peter Bell
in rain through ever changing year.
Did Nature lead him as before.
A prlmroee by the river's brim.
A yellow primrose was to him.
And M was nothing more

—Wwdsswi.
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T. Berry, Charles H. Emery, E. U.
Price, Daniel W. Pierce and E. P. Har
rington. Mr. Niles was elected on the
THREE-TIME8-A-WEEK
first ballot, having six <otes and Mr.
Rockland, Maine, April 5, 1921.
Partisan Democrats Remove Official Heads of City Matron Emery one. There was no choice for
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who
the second patrolman, on the second
on oath declarer that he js pressman in the
Corbett and Patrolman Condon—Daylight Saving Is ballot, when Mr. Berry had three votes,
office of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that
of the issue of The Courier-Gazette of April 2,
Mr. Emery two, and Mr. Price and Mr.
1921, there was printed a total of 6.002 copies.
Adopted.
Pierce one each. On the third ballot
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Mr. Berry received the necessary four
Notary Public.
votes, Mr. Emery having two and Mr.
The spectators, male and female, ail the city clocks shall be set ahead Price one. The new officer is no
OUSTING MISS CORBETT
one
hour,
and
so
remain
until
Oct.
2,
who thronged the City Council cham
stranger to the business, having served
1921, at which time they shall be re many years as a special.
bers at the April session last night,
stored
to
standard
time.
Never in the history of our city have
The following appointments by Mar
were treated to an illuminating ex
• • • •
shal Gilchrest were confirmed:
the deserving poor and unfortunate
ample of petty politics, when they
Mayor Thorndike then read the pe
Special policemen—Clarence E. Harbeen so efficiently and tenderly cared
saw the city matron, Miss Helen Cor tition in Miss Corbett's behalf, headed ington, Henry G. Perry, Addison L.
for, with such intelligent and prudent
bett, removed from office.
More by George B. Wood. As already stated Shute. Edward' H. Lothrop, Edwin U.
expenditure of money—not only the
it was referred to the committee on Price, Ralph Clark. Addison A. Kaler.
strictly speaking the office was removed
Police Regulations. Friends will kindly Levi Mank, Herbert L. Moon. David
city's money but that entrusted to her
from her, the partisan method of get omit flowers.
Watson, A. C. McIntosh, W. T. Rich
hands from private sources—as during
ting rid of her being to declare it va
Mayor Thorndike quoted from the ardson, Frank M. Sherer, Charles H.
the period in which as City Matron
cant and shoulder her charitable work ordinance, which says that the munic Emery, John Linnell, Forrest K. Hatch,
Miss Helen Corbett has day and night
ipal officers “may" appoint a police Hiram Davis. Cyrus J. Gross, William
upon Miss Jeannette Simmons, who, at
matron. Alderman W. Raymond Ers A. Seavey. Wyman F. Cushman, W. S.
gone upon her errands of mercy and
the previous meeting, had been elected kine then offered the following mo Stinson. E. L. Orbeton, Roland Rackhelp. Miss Corbett, it appears, is a an overseer of the poor for three years.
tion:
liffe, James Seavey. W. J. Frye, Au
Republican. That is sufficient. In the
Three hundred prominent citizens
“Whereas the duties of police ma- gustus Huntley, George W. Stevens. E.
who
had
signed
a
petition
asking
for
face of petitions representing the bus
ton under the present conditions may P. Harrington, Francis W. Hall, Emil
the retention of Miss Corbett, and “the be divided into three classes or parts, E. Coombs, Harry D. Phillips, W. G.
iness and church interests of the city,
continuation of her most necessary i. e. (1) As a police officer: (2) In as Richards. Janies Gray, Sanford A. |
in spite of her record in Red Cross and work,” saw the big petition calmly re
sisting overseers of poor by investi Kaler and John Koster.
Community Service work additional to ferred to the committee on Police Reg gating and performing the various
Fire Police—George
J. Kinney, I
ulations,
while
on
the
heels
of
it
came
her splendid service in the line of her
duties of poor department;
(3) In Harry D. Phillips, Simon Hart, Bennie
' the prompt and emphatic action of the cooperating with or carrying on what Nota, G. C. Simmons and George H. |
city duties, the Democratic city gov
Board of Aldermen, in declaring the
ernment casts to one side this wor office vacant, and thus nullifying any may be classed as Associated Chari Williams.
ties.
Night Watchmen—Robert Hussey, I
thy friend of the anfortunate.
effect whatever that a petition might
“And, whereas changed conditions George F. Huntley. John T. Berry, Ed.
For five years our people have had have. A greater piece of cffontery has tend to show through such information Kelley, Philip Meliae. W. S. Pattee.
Adelbert Harmon, J. Collins, A. C. |
presented to them the spectacle of a seldom been offered to citizens of as is available at this time. 1. e.
Rockland.
“(1) That for a woman police offi Hamilton, W. O. G. Walker, P. A.
city controlled by a group of partisans
The Board of Aldermen, emboldened cer there is, it seems, little demand or Tower. F. II. Ulmer, Austin Condon, I
dominated by a little coterie of leaders by its success in turning down Chief actual need:
Earle U. Chaples, L. K. Blackington |
whose will became an iron law. It is Engineer Havener and Police Matron
“(2) That the electing as overseer and G. O. B. Crockett.
too bad that the opportunity to end Corbett, went the whole distance by of poor for three years a young Rock
Walter J. Ferhald was reappointed |
calmly ignoring Patroman Percy A.
that vicious form of control unfortu Condon, who had just completed his land lady of ability and experience in deputy marshal.
• • • •
this work, eliminates the necessity of
nately was not seized upon in last first term of three years. His name employing another to longer perform
Mayor Thorndike read a communi- I
month’s election, and this will be the was not included among the recom- these duties;
cation from the State highway depart
“(3) That as regards the so called ment, desiring to know if the city was
more apparent now that our people mendations made by Marshal Gifchrest, and the large petition asking charities, while there is no doubt that to take advantage of the State Aid |
are permitted by this incident to ob that he be returned to the force was
much good has been accomplished in money this year. He said that Rock
serve to what extent the city lies in not read.
this work, it is outside of the jurisdic land is entitled to $1742 by appropriat
Another outstanding feature of the tion of your municipal officers, and we ing the same amount. The local ap
the grasp of partisan politicians.
We do not think it can be denied April meeting, and one which is more have no authentic data or actual propriations will not be made for a I
apt to please the majority of citizens,
that Miss Corbett has been the, great was the adoption of daylight saving knowledge upon which to base an month or two, hut upon motion of Al-1
opinion;
derman Erskine it was voted that the
est single devoted asset for good that for the coming summer. The action
Therefore it would seem if these above sum be included in the appro-1
the city of Rockland ever has pos was unanimous in both boards. There Associated Charities desire to retain priation resolve.
was no oratory, but several of the Miss Corbett in some capacity, and
sessed. But she is a Republican!
A letter from the I. L. Snow Co
members were primed with facts and these petitioners also wish it, that called attention to the condition of I
figures had tnere been occasion for some concerted action be taken by
Mechanic street, impassable three
A call for all members of the Amer- their use.
them, find I have no doubt the munic weeks in spring and always bad after
This
was
the
first
matter
taken
up
ican Legion to contribute ten cents to
ipal officers will cooperate insofar as
heavy rain.
The communication
last night, as numerous citizens were possible. To be retained outside an was referred to Road Commissioner
a Memorial Day fund for the decora
in waiting to advocate it. Mayor elective or competitive position as at Ross. The same corporation asked
tion of American graves Overseas was Thorndike read the following petition:
present will I believe be more satis that a hydrant be established at the
sent out Saturday in a bulletin from
“The undersigned taxpayers, who factory for charities, to Miss Corbett, corner of
Mechanic
and Atlantic
national headquarters. “A majority of represent all branches of business and and to all concerned.
I therefore streets, near the head of Maine Cen- I
the bodies of Americans killed in the industrial life in this city, respectfully move—that the office of police matron tral wharf.
Reference was made to
World War have been returned to petition your honorable body that the be left vacant until such time as actual the wooden buildings which have been
saving,
which hnd known
conditions warrant an erected by the Maine Central at that
America but thousands of our com system of, daylight
point, increasing the fire hazard at I
rades still sleep on foreign soil in com proved so successful last summer, be appointment."
The motion was adopted without yea the shipyard. This matter was re
pliance with the desire of relatives re-established the coming season. Un
that they rest forever where they fell.'' der its provisions dwellers of the city or nay vote being called, and there the ferred to the committee on Fire De-1
partment.
the Legion bulletin says. “Few of the are given an opportunity for outdoor incident apparently closes.
The petition, headed by I. Berliawrelatives of the fallen can go to Eu recreation, home gardening, etc., which
In joint convention these subordi sky, asking for the discontinuance of I
rope to lay a memorial wreath on the is not otherwise permitted. We would
Carroll street was referred to the |
grave of the dear departed. As last suggest that the system be put in nate officers were elected:
Assistant Engineers of Fire Depart Highway committee.
year the American Legion will perform vogue the first Sunday in May and ter
minate the first Sunday in October, ment—Harry D. Phillips. Leon A. Hal
P. A. Lachance of Waterville was I
this sacred service.”
this arrangement being in many re stead and Albert C. McIntosh.
given a license to run a lunch car in
spects more satisfactory than the long
Constables—John W. Lane, Ward 1: this city with the approval of the |
Washington, April 2.—Weather indi er period used last year."
Willis I. Ayer, Ward 2; Clarence E chief of police.
• • • •
cations for this week in the Atlantic
Alderman Sullivan’s order for a liy
Harrington, Ward 3; I. Leslie Cross
states are: Temperature near or above
In presenting the following order, Ward 4: Albion S. Niles, Ward 5; Ro rant at the corner of Spruce and Mav- I
normal: generally fair except rains which passed both boards without a land Raekliffe, Ward 6; Austin J erick streets was referred to the com- I
Tuesday and Wednesday.
mittee on Fire Department, and his or-1
dissenting voice, Alderman William J. Moody, Ward 7.
Sullivan offered petitions bearing up
der for an incandescent light near the
Park Commissioner—Ensign Otis.
•« • •
ward of 41M) signatures:
residence of Frank B. Acliorn on Pine I
L W. BENNER
Mayor Tliorndiko laid before the street was referred to the Lighting |
Ordered,
the Board of Common
Council concurring, that the city of Board of Aldermen six names which committee.
—DEALER IN—
Rockland, shall adopt daylight saving had been recommended by Marshal Alderman Erskine's order for gravel
in all its departments beginning Sun Gilchrest, and from which two patrol ing Grace street, between Union and I
All Kinds of Real Estate
day, May 1, 1921, and for a period end men were to be selected. The names Broad streets, was referred to the |
2 North Main St., Rockland ing Oct. 2, 1921, and that on the 30th in order mentioned were: A. S. Niles Highway committee.
» • . •
day of April, 1921, at 11 o'clock p. m. (whose term has just expired), John
41-tf
The monthly roll of accounts, carry
ing February as well as March bills,
showed the formidable total of $8161. ]
raiaaEBBEnii
■bihi,:
The pauper fund led off with bills to
the amount of $2365.73.
From tlie report of City Treasurer ]
Virgin were gleahed these items: Bal
ance from February account, $4,259.92;
receipts for the month were $39,50.
disbursements, $35,301.66; balance on I
hand, $8,465.26. Road Commissioner
Ross reported the modest expenditure ]
R. K. BOWMAN, D. C., who has opened an office
of $605, the chief item being the [
in Rockland, is a graduate of the NATIONAL
sweeping of paving.
Marshal Gil
makes the
chrest reported 13 arrests, all for in
COLLEGE of Chiropractic. He is prepared to give
World
toxication. His receipts were $210.1
Collector Lovejoy garnered in $4324 on
look
the people of Rockland and vicinity a chiroprac
the tax account. City Clerk Keene’s
Siriyhier
first report showed fees to the amount |
tic health service that is efficient and effective.
of $11.

The Courier-Gazette

THE AXE FELL HEAVILY

BURPEE FURNITURE

One of the Most Important Events at Our Store
This Week is the Extraordinary

Demonstration and
Club Sale of

^NTEd AND PAT. BY W

R—

The highest grade possible to make. It sews everything and anything from
the finest chiffon to the heaviest carpet. Every needed adjustment is found in
this Sewing Machine. It is truly wonderful as well as beautiful. Come in and
see it and test it. Our attachments are the best that skill can make. Our dem
onstrator will show you everything and .also make your name in silk—free of
charge— on this world-famed Sewing Machine. “The Free” has Rotoscillo
Movement.

has Rotoscillo
Movement

Specially Reduced Prices for This Sale Which
Begins Wednesday, April 6
Is
Easiest
to Operate

Sews
Absolutely
Correct

THE

MOST WONDERFUL
MACHINE MADE

At every vital point TFIE “FREE” Sewing Ma
chine has valuable improvements that make it far
superior to other makes.

THE FREE Sews Faster
THE FREE Runs Lighter
THE FREE Is More Beautiful

THE FREE Has Less Vibration
THE FREE Is Easier To Operate
THE FREE Makes a Perfect Stitch
W. C. ELLIS, silk artist and demonstrator, is with us for a few days. Come in
and let Mr. Ellis demonstrate this wonderful sewing machine to you and have your
name embroidered with Star Twist free of charge.

$15

SPECIAL ALLOWANCE
For your old hard-running Sewing Machine toward
the purchase of a new ,
“FREE SEWING MACHINE”

PAY FOR A “FREE” WHILE YOU SEW
During this big Demonstration and Sale we offer choice of these beautiful
Sewing Machines. On extraordinary low terms. Easy Weekly Payments.

Announcing a New Health Service for Rockland

—’

The Burpee Furniture Company
361

ROCKLAND, MAINE

MAIN STREET,

HJI

People who go to the chiropractor find that he has the same procedure for
every case.

He makes a spinal analysis to locate the cause of your disease, and

then he gives a chiropractic spinal adjustment, which removes the cause.

The lo

cation of the cause of the disease is definite and positive. The removal of the cause

is as definite and positive a result as the skill of the chiropractor makes possible.
Functioning power, or health, depends on the lines of communication be
tween brain and body being free and open.

Nervous energy travels from the

brain down through the spinal column and out into the body through the nerve
openings which, in the marvellous mechanism of the backbone, come between each

As the chiropractor makes his spinal analysis of your condition, he finds

joint.

where there arc deviations, and by the chiropractic adjustment, is enabled to correct
the alignment and thus remove the nerve pressure which is causing the disease.

Now this is a definite service.

CHIROPRACTIC

FOR SPINAL CURVATURES I
Do you realize the far-reaching ef
fects of a cunature In your spine upon
your general bodily Health? If you
have a spinal curvature you should
consult a competent Chiropractor and
have this condition corrected if it is
logical to do so Especially is this true
of children where they are in the grow
ing stage, and are often assuming an
unnatural position In their school seats
because of a subluxation of which their
parents are not aware
Consultation
and Spinal Analysis Free.

DAVIS & STURM
Palmer School Graduate Chiropractors
F H. STAHL, D. C.
(Palmer School Graduate) Adjuster
400 Main Street : Rockland : Telephone

It restores the normal nerve supply to affected

organs and thus the body becomes normal, or healthful, and of course free of the
disease.

Under chiropractic adjusting disease disappears just as rapidly as the in

New Prices

coming nerve energy can overcome the abnormal conditions and repair the tis
-ON-

sues for normal operation.

WOMEN'S OXFORDS

People who have suffered for years and tried everything, have found chiro

practic the solution of all their trouble.

If you are a sufferer, then you owe it to

yourself to find out what chiropractic can do.

Your investment in the recovery and

care of your health is the best investmentyou make.
:-.Y

It saves hospital costs and it

develops your greatest earning power.

NO CHARGE

A Case of
WOMEN'S GUN METAL
BLUCHER CUT SHOES
Sizes 2'/i to 7, for $1.98

Consultation is without charge or obligation.

I

CHIROPRACTOR

237 Mein St, Reeklend, Mein.

HOURS:
10 A. M.

ts 12; 2 to £ F. M.

SEND MONEY ORDER OR CHECK
FOR PARCEL POST ORDERS

Boston Shoe Store

346 MAIN STREET. - - - - ROCKLAND. MAINE
Ctilv

Mon., Wed.. Sat. Evenings, 7 to 3.

Teiepherte Connection

Biggest Gold Shipment.

Future of the Helicopter,

MEN'S WORK SHOES
$2.50, $3.00, $3.50
MEN’S DRESS SHOES
$3.50. $4.00, $4.95

K. BOWMAN

That

The Cunarder Aquitania arrived nt
New York the oilier day from South
ampton, via Cherbourg, with the big
gest shipment of gold ever carried on
one steamship to this country.
Tlie gold bullion was packed in 384
wooden boxes clamped with iron bands
and the value estimated at 18’,i mil
lion dollars in United States cur
rency. On the voyage it was kept in
the specie room under charge of the
purser and the chief officer.
The entrance to the specie room
was guarded the entire trip and was
watched by members of the crew and
the company's detectives from ■ the
pier until the gold was taken from
the ship. The greater part of the
specie goes to the Federal Reserve
bank toward the payment of Great
Britain's share of the Anglo-Freuch
loan due October 15.
The largest shipment of gold previ
ously carried on one vessel was 13%
million dollars, laken on the North
German Lloyd liner Ceciiie in August,
1914. for England, but brought hack
to America when Capt, Charles Polack received warning by wireless
that war was immineut.

$1.98, $2.98, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50
OXFORDS, PUMPS, THEO
TIES and NEW STY^E STRAP
PUMPS AND OXFORDS
Creighton's (made in Lynn) $5, $6
Dorothy Dodd’s,
$7.00

EVERYTHING IN FOOTWEAR

r AND NEVER UNDERSOLD

■■

It Is by no means certain that the
successful air craft of the future will
he the familiar airplane or even the
dirigible balloon. Some aeronautic
experts believe that the commercial
aircraft of the future will be some
fori t of helicopter. Within a few days
a noted Inventor, Peter Cooper Hewitt,
has succeeded in building a helicopter
which has actually risen from the
ground and carried a man along with
it and flown for a distance of 10(1
yards. Small models of this form have*
been made in the past both in Amer
ica and Europe, but this is believed
to be the first which has actually car
ried a passenger. The first railroad
locomotives and steamboats, it will be
recalled, were built on very different
principles than the models which
finally were adopted, and it is within
the range of possibilities that the
same will prove true of the flying
craft. A wonderful opportunity for in
vention is thus opened to our ingenu
ity.—Boys’ Life.
_____

EVERETT L SPEAR & CO.
—DEALERS IN—

LUMBER AND HARDWARE
SECOND CLEAR SHINGLES, $5.00

CLEAR
EXTRA
615

SHINGLES,

CLEAR

MAIN

ST..

$7.25

SHINGLES,

Per

$7.75

ROCKLAND.

TEI

40-tf

ALL KINDS OF

| Lumber and Building Materials
There has been Another Reduction in price of

CEDAR SHINGLES
W. H. GLOVER CO.
WfaWBBE

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ESTABLISHED 1868

DEPOSITS’ $2,284,482.49
Deposits draw interest from first day ol each month.
Dividends for past two years have been at the rate
of 4% per annum.

I

H

Calk of the town
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT!

April 6—O. E. H. rummage sale In Temple
hall.
April 8—Eclipse of Ihe sun
April 8—Dance for benefit of Oakland Park
Band in the Arcade.
April 8—Concert and dance hy the Oakland
Park Band In the Arcade
April ft—(11.15 a. m. 1—Launching of the
MacMillan exploration schooner "Bowdoin" at
Boothhay Harbor.
April 10—Concert of old time melodies, by
Oakland Park Band in Park Theatre
April 11—(7 30 p. m.l—Rockland ParentTeacher Association general session In As
sembly room. High School.
April 11—(7.00 p. m.l—Woman's Educational
Club, meets In .Methodist vestry
April 11-—(8 15|—Illustrated address, auspices
Woman's Educational Club, by Dr. Stephen
Vosburgh, Maine Public Health Association, in
Methodist vestry.

Lester Stewart, whose recent es
capade at the State School for Boys
was described in a. recent issue of
this paper has been paroled from that
institution, and is attending school in
a Knox County town.

Charles T. Smalley has been ap
pointed referee ill bankruptcy to suc
ceed R. I. Thompson, who automatic
ally retired from the position when
elected to the office of State senator.
Between that time and Mr. Smalley’s
appointment there has been hut one
bankruptcy matter in this county—
the S. E. At H. L. Shepherd case in
Rockport, which was handled by the
referee in Rangor. This was decided
ly inconvenient and Mr Smalley’s
appointment wifi be hailed with satis
faction. He has had a large amount
April 1116—Be Kind to Animals week.
April 15—Meeting of Gen. Knox Chapter of of legal practice dealing with bank
Rose Croix.
April 15—Thomaston—Annual spring sale at ruptcy affairs and will till the office to
the M E. church
the satisfaction of all concerned.
April 15—Dancing recital by Miss Harvey's
class at the Arcade.
Albert J. Rawley, who has been
April 18-23—Clean-Up Week.
April 18-23—Champlin Stock Co., Park The employed by the Fairbanks Co. of
atre.
Boston as traveling salesman the past
April 19—Patriots Day
concluded his labors
April 20-25—East Maine Methodist Confer eight years,
ence in Guilford.
with that concern Saturday, and will
April 22—Total eclipse of the moon
April 23—Lfmerock Valley Pomona meets with maintain a public garage in his home
bailiwick. Tenant’s Harbor, catering to
Pleasant Valley Grange. Rockland
April 27—Thomaston—Knox County Public the transient trade. Mr. Rawley has
Health Association meeting, address by llr H
been one of the most successful sales
D. Worth of Bangor.
May 13—Moy Festival at Arcade by Chapin men the Fairbanks Co. has had in its
Class of Universalis! church.
Maine territory, and the firm's appre
May 27—Knox-watuo .Music Eeetlval In
ciation was shown by a splendid test
Camden Opera House
May 30—Memorial Day.
imonial letter. Needless to say that
July 11-16—Community Chautauqua in Rock "Al" will be greatly missed by the
land.
other Knights of the Grip.
And now the melodious voice of
The Oaklanii Park Band is still
Deputy Sheriff E. Stewart Orbeton is
again heard in a series of brief lacking sufficient funds with which to
declamations pertaining to affairs of buy the proposed new uniforms, but
hopes to be much better fixed for the
Supreme Court.
‘
purpqse after its concert and ball in
Bert Angell reopened the little res the Arcade Friday evening.
taurant on Llmerock street Saturday,
A new Packard truck weighing
and before he had time to stock up
with supplies found that many of his three tons, and equipped with giant
old patrons had swooped down on him. pneumatic tires, has been added to
He has named the restaurant "Bee the facilities of H. H. Stover & Co.,
hive,” and after brightening the inter wholesale grain dealers, who also
ior of it with paint, varnish and new makes a specialty of long distance
trucking. The new van carries three
curtains, has an attractive place.
men, and with a speed of 30 miles
that
Benjamin F. Smith and J. M. Bald an hour, furnishes assurance
ridge of Omaha were recent vistprs in your goods can he moved to any port
Jerry
Casper, Wyoming, Cyrus W. Hills, a of New England quicker’n
former Rockland druggist who is wrote the note. The new truck ar
now in business there, and who un rives probably tomorrow, and the
dertook to look them up, found that owners will christen it by moving
they had gone to Salt Creeks, 60 miles the household goods of Henry S. Cole
distant. Mr. Hills sends us the fol to Portland. “S” stands for Stover;
lowing editorial clipping from a Cas it also stands for Service, the firm
per newspaper: "Who was so foolish says.
as to advise chloroforming men at 60?
There will be a social for the Sun
Here we have a spry young Maine
yankee at the age of ftl making the day School at the Congregational
trip to Casper at this time of year vestry Thursday evening at 7 o’clock.
Refreshments wifi be served and an
looking up business investments."
admission charged.
An unusually heavy gust of wind
Among the successful fishermen at
swept down Llmerock street early
Sunday afternoon and carried away Bangor salmon pool the past few days
one of the plate glass windows in the was Dr. E W. Could of the Sec and
front of Berman’s clothing store. The Shore Fisheries Commission, who
pane had previously become cracked landed a 10-pound fish. He was accomiiained by John W. Thomas, who
and was somewhat wobbly.
seldom misses a season at this famous
Among the newcomers in the resort, and wht^has landed the first
Central Maine Power Co.’s seventh salmon on at least one occasion. Tlie
stock sale contest for women is Edith first fish caught this season was sold
Bennett of Rockland district, who is to Mayor Woods ot Bangor who sent
credited with 500 points. Harold it to President Harding.
Coombs of the Rockland district ifc
Fred A. Blackington and crew yes
credited with 300 points at the close
of the first “week in the men’s contest. terday began their annual Job of get
ting the Public Library grounds ready
tvt a recent meeting of the Woman’s for summer.
Educational Club Register of Probate
Henry H. Payson, who is an easy and
fluent speaker, gave the members a
most profitable and interesting talk on
Probate Affairs, answering many prac
tical queries during the Open Forum
following and proving his thorough fa
miliarity with the many technicalities
of this important work. The club now
has more than 220 paid members and
14 applicants were received as mem
bers last meeting when Senator Hale
addressed the club. The women of
Knox county are resolved to study and
to think about their new responsibili
ties, determined not to swell the ranks
of ignorant, careless, indifferent voters.

Fuller - Cobb- Days s

SOUTH THOMASTON DIVISION

Senate Reverses Its Former Action and
Passes the Minority Measure.

The matter of dividing the town of

Home Craft Week
FEATURING THE MANY NEW USES AND
TYPE OF CRAFT LACE'

South Thomaston was reconsidered in

the Senate this morning, and the mi
nority report ought to pass was sub
stituted for the majority report "ought

not to pass.” The bill was then passed
to be engrossed, and again goes to the
House.

« V • •

In the House yesterday the commit
tee on apportionment reported on the
resolve to approtion 151 representa
tives among the several counties,
cities towns, plantations and classes.
The county of Knox shall choose
five representatives to be apportioned
as follows: Rockland, one; Thom
aston, South Thomaston, Friendship
and Cushing, one; Rockport, Warren,
Union and Washington one; Camden,
Hope and Appleton, one: Vinulhaven, North Haven. St. Georee. Matinieus, Isle Au Haut, Criefiaven,
Muscle Ridge and Hurricane Isle, one

Some 6(1 members of the Veteran
Firemen’s Association attended Fri
day night’s meeting, and were meas
ured for red shirts.

Come in and try on a

MALLORY HAT
I HE new styles for Spring are here. And
* what a variety! Hats for every type of
face and head, in just the colors that make
you look your best.

M. A. Haraden, superintendent of
the Eastern
Steamship
Kennebec
and Bothbay Lines was a visitor in
the eity yesterday, and while here re
ceived his promotion to the position
of traveling freight and passenger
agent.

For nearly one hundred years Mallory Hats
have been giving the kind of satisfaction that
makes men come back each season for an
other.

There will bp a business meeting of
Ihe East Coast Benefit Association
Wednesday evening at 7.30 sharp.
Membership dues are now payable to
E. E. Coombs.
s

J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.

Miss Edna Harrington has resum
BORN
ed her duties as stenographer in
Fates—Thomaston, April 3, to Mr. and Mrs
H. L. Withee's law office, after an
Irving A. Fa lea of Cushing, a daughter.
absence of several months.
Hastings—Rockland, April 2, to Mr# and Mrs.

THE AIM IS TO CREATE INTEREST IN
WINDOW DECORATION

New ideas showing
fashionable uses for Qua
ker Craft Lace can be
seen in our Drapery De

F-7”

Lewis Hastings, a son.

Wednesday evening there will be
MARRIED
special services at Mission hall. South
Overlook-Kugley—’Warren, April 2, b.v Rev
Main street, celebrating the anniver
A. E. Hoyt, Walter Overlook of West Waldoboro
sary of the Reorganized Church of and Hazel Eugley of Warren.
Latter Day Saints, which was formed
April 6, 183(1. A public invitation is
DIED
extended.
Wallace—West Waldoboro, March 19, Alex

Quality Coes Cleailbrvug)

ander Wallace, a native of South Waldoboro,
aged 100 years, 18 days
infant sun of

The touring type shown be
low exemplifies the beauti
ful body design now mount
ed on the famous Dort
chassis.

The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church
Hastings- K(»eklalid, April 2,
will hold its annual meeting in the Mr. ami Mrs. Lew’Is Hastings.
vestry Wednesday at 7.30,

CARD OF THANKS

I wish to thank my friends for the many

partment.

The office of the Metropolitan Life acts of kindness extended to me during my re
Insurance Co. is now located in the cent illness. They were greatly appreciated
Mrs H F York.
Tyler photograph studio at 375 Main
Spruce Head.
street.

Many new patterns—a
new lace "Tuscan”; it s a
wonderful new idea for
windows.

RESOLUTIONS OF SYMPATHY

The local druggists wifi eontinue to
Whereas, our Divine Creator has deemed it
close their stores at 9 p. in. through wise to take home our beloved sister, Edith M.
April, except on Saturday nights, when Thomas, be it
Resolved, That in the death of Sister Edith,
they will close later.
Naomi Chapter, No 25, 0. E S., lias lost from
Members and friends of Littlefield
Memorial church are requested to be
present at prayer meeting tonight. The
monthly business meeting of the
church wifi be held and there are mat
ters of importance.

The Quaker Laces are
by the yard in prices from
45c to $2.50 a yard.
The Quaker Lace Curtains in prices from $1.00
to $12.50 a pair. In our street show windows we
are displaying many patterns.

The Bath Times has the following to
say about a former Rockand couple:
“Ernest Thompson and wife, Susan
Barter Thompson, came to grief Tues
day when they were arrested on com
plaint of Sheriff W. C. Oliver on the
charge of maintaining a nuisance.
Judge Keegan, Bath municipal court,
found probable cause and bound them
over to the May term of court in the
INDIVIDUALITY
sum of $500 each. Testimony was in
troduced alleging that from Saturday
night until Tuesday morning many
men visited the Thompson home on
Center street and that considerable
liquor of various kinds was consumed
there and one witness said he paid
from $8 to $20 for a quart of what
Mrs. Ellen Crocker, medium, will be ever they drank and that he lost $360
A partridge flf w against a> plate
at 31 Union street, April 6, and until in money. The witnesses were the
A. P. Chapman has moved from 126
glass window in the front of Hotel
further notice to give readings and Sheriff, Capt. Witham and Mayor Ca
Park
street
to
Lisle
street.
Rockland Saturday, and fell dazed
hill in his capacity as city marshal."
treat the sick.—adv.
41tf
into the street, where it was picked
up by V. S. Studley and later releas
ed.

Fuller- Cobb-Davis

The contest conducted by II. H. Crie
& Co. as to the number of teeth on
all the saws in their north . window
closed Saturday evening at 7 o’clock.
H. S. Russ of Thomaston acted as
referee and gave the following as
the official figures: Nufriber of saws,
41: correct number of teeth,. t»378;
number of estimates given, 388:
highest number estimated, 3.000,000;
lowest number estimated, 200: best
guess, 6338; second best guess, 6322;
third best
guess 6440. The win
ners were George Jackson, Austin W.
Smith and R. R. laidwick. Many
women made estimates, several of
which were very close io the correct
number.

Four hundred were present at the
Sunday night service at the First
Baptist church. One feature of the
service was the singing by a quartet
in the gallery anfiphonally with the
choir.
Mrs. Lillian Joyce sang with
grace and effect "I Know That My
Redeemer Liveth," and the male
quartet and choir were at their best.
There were several responses to the
pastor’s invitation at the close of the
sermon. Special sevices for the com
ing month were announced—April 10,
class delegations from the Sunday
shool; April 17, the Illuminated
Cross: April 24, the Rainbow. Chorus;
May 1, Question Night.
•
Louis Rosenbloom, who spent the
weekend in Rockland, left yesterday
for his home in Cleveland, O., where
he and his brother Herman are asso
ciated in the wholesale confectionery
business under the firm name of Ros
enbloom Bros. After nearly despair
ing of getting a suitable location in
the business district they were so for
tunate as to find just what they want
ed at 912 Woodland avenue, the ten
ants of which had just left.
The
brothers have very comfortable apart
ments at Hotel Griswold and are fast
getting acquainted, with the Ohio met
ropolis. One of tneir early callers as
sured Louis that he hat known him
since he was knee high i) a grasshop
per, and was identified as Reuel Whit
ney, who was formerly ip the candy
business at what is now Jim’s Corner,
and who, after keeping a retail store
in Oregon for several years, came
back to Akron, Ohio, and is now pros
pering in the brokerage business, with
Ohio and Pennsylvania s the terri
tory. Mr. Rosenbloom says there is
no business stagnation in Cleveland,
and that on the contrar. more build
ing is in progress there han probably
in any other city on the continent at
the present time.

Egg prices have taken a drop in’ the
loeal restaurants. Two for 20 cents
is the present quotation. Former price
two for 30 cents.

Agents of the
Lines, Inc. in this
night for Boston,
moned there to a

Eastern Steanship
section, leave to
having been sum
conference.

its golden chain an honored and faithful officer
and member.
Resolved, That we as members of this order
will hold in closest memory the fond regard
of our dear sister.
Resolved, Thai fo the bereaved family our
most tender sympathy be extended, commending
them to the Grand Patron on High, who guides
the faithful to the New Jerusalem, that eity
not made with hands. "Sometime, some day.
our eyes shall see The faces kept in memory :
Some day their hands will clasp our hands.
Just over in the morning lands."
Resolved. That as a loving and fraternal
tribute our charter be draped in mourning for
a period of thirty days, a copy of these reso
lutions be spread on the records of our order,
another sent to tlie family and one to The
Rockland Courier-Gazette for publication.
Josephine Tabbutt, Harriet It Kawlw. Er- ,
nest Rawley, Committee on Resolutions.
Tenant’s Harbor, March 31.
•

The charge for publishing a Card or Thanks

CADILLAC AND REO
CARS AND
SPEEDWAGONS

GEORGE M. SIMMONS

Black & Gay, Canners, have 33 is 50 cents, cash to accompany the order
Tillson Avenue
women on the payroll at their Thom
TEL.
4-W.
ROCKLAND, ME.
aston factory, and are flacking large
quantities of clams. The new labeling
machine, with a capacity for hand
ling 150 cans a minute, is the latest
K. BOWMAN
WHO DOES NOT ADVERTISE
addition to the facilities.

The Merchant

R.

A. H. Hanscom, who is well remem
bered by many older patrons of the
Boston & Bangor Division, has just
been appointed general manager for
the receivers of the Hudson Naviga
tion Company of New York.
Mr.
Hanseom was president of the Hudson
Navigation Company for some years,
a position of much responsibility, un
til it went into a receiver’s hands
some time ago and his appointment as
general manager for the receivers
speaks for itself. He is back in his
same office and same desk. Mr. Hans
com with Mrs. Hanscom makes his
home at Hotel Chelsea, Twenty-third
street, New York, and their only
daughter, Mrs. Jack Fuller lives in
Florida. Her little son is the pride of
their hearts.

Smalley’s Bus is now running be
tween Rockland, Camden and Bel
fast connecting for Bangor.
Try
the New Bus.—adv.
41 if

TENANT'S HARBOR
Ed. Biekmore and Edmund Ulmer
were in Rockland Saturday.
The roads throughout the town are
drying up fast.
The finance committee of the Vill
age Improvement Association held a
meeting Saturday evening with Mrs.
Nannie Albee.
Naomi Chapter O. E. S. initiated
several candidates Friday evening,
serving ieo cream and calte at the
close.
As the travelling improves auto
mobiles are beginning to get more
numerous on the streets. In a few
days most everybody wifi he motor
ing.
High School principal II. A. Bryant
returned Saturday from Bryant’s
Pond where he spent the vacation.
MorI of the town schools opened
Monday with the usual corps ot
teachers.
Henry Jordan and Frank Hanley of
Rockland were in town Friday. ,
An ice creain and cake sale was
held at the Odd Fellows hall Satur
day evening, a dance following with
good attendance.
Eureka Lodge of F. & A. M. held a
special communication Saturday eve
ning and worked the M. M. degree on
Granville N. Bnehelder, Melvin J.
Harris Leo B. Hooper and Montford
Hupper. There was large attendance
and a picnic supper.
Now is the time to begin to scrape
the State highway and put it in firstclass condition. It can be done easier
now, before the surface gets too hard.
Mr. Patrolman, get busy, wherever
you arc.
John G. Wall is putting an addi
tion on his cottage.
Mrs. Jennie Sweetland and nephew
arrived home Friday from Lynn,
Mass., where they have been spending
the winter.
W. E. Sheeer has opened his ice
creain parlor and will serve all comers
with delicious cream and sodas.
Wild geese flying, frogs croaking
and backyard rubbish fires going,
are pretty good signs that spring is
here and summer op the way.

Chiropractor

In the Standstill Class

346 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
10 A. M. to 12: 2 to 5 P. M. Daily.
Mon.. Wed.. Sat. Evenings, 7 to 9.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION

41-tf

FLY
Advertisement
a

^rom

SJailp©
SPECIAL EDITION

Wanted:
For the summer, wide
open unscreened porches
and windows. For the
assurance of such condi
tions we will guarantee
to deliver, with the assis
tance of our allies, mos
quitoes, to humans 95,000,
000 unseen &erms of ty
phoid and malaria daily.
f ikt'

Tire Germ
Distributing Association

<NUTWIT flies and mosquitoes. Step them—
keep them out. Health and comfort demand
that your house be properly screened. Don’t wait
until your house is infected with insects—make it
fly-proof now. Protect with PEARL! Costs a
trifle more at first but lasts longer, so costs much
less in the end.

Specify “PEARL Wire Cloth.” Its smooth
metallic coating is a guarantee of beauty and lon&
life. Insist on the genuine—two copper wires in
the selva&g and our round tag, on every roll.
Glad to shew it.
DON’T WAIT-SCREEN NOWI

W. H. GLOVER CO.
flanufacturers of

all

kinds of

Doon Window and Porch Screens
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WDECKECS
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me, and when I jumped up he gave
me a sheet o* paper; a Pioneer Short
Line president’s letter-head with a
few lines written on it with a pen and
a sort of crazy-looking signature under
them.
“Take that to the Mountaineer Job
office and have five hundred of them
printed," was the boss’ order. "Then
make a copy and take it to Mr. Cant
rell, the editor, and ask him to run It
in tomorrow's paper as an item of
news, if he feels like It. When you
are through, come down to Mr. Chad
wick's car.”
Since the thing was going to he
published, and 1 was going to make
a copy of it. I didn’t scruple to read
It as I hurried out to begin a hunt for
the Mountaineer yffice. It was the
printer's copy for an official circular,
dated at Portal City and addressed to
all officers and employees of the
Pioneer Short Line. It read:
“Effective at once, Mr. Graham Nor
cross is appointed general manager of
the Pioneer Short Line system. With
headquarters at Portal City, and his
orders will be respected accordingly.
"Breckenridge Dunton,
"President.”

yard and got a few more whiffs of
the decay. I strolled on hack to the
CHAPTER I.—Graham Norcro«s, rail hotel.
road manager, and his secretary, Jimmie
1 was wondering a little what had
Dodds, are marooned at Sand Creek sid
ing 'With a young lady, Sheila Macrae, become of the boss—who was general
and her small cousin. Unseen, they wit
ly the earliest riser on the Job—
ness a peculiar train holdup, in which
when two men came bulging through
a special car Is carried off.
the screen doors of the cafe, picking
CHAPTER II.—Norcross recognizes the
We had got our Jolt, all right; and
their teeth and feeling in their pockets
car stolen as John Chadwick's, financial
leaving
the ladder and the Friday start
for
cigars.
Right
on
the
dot,
and
in
magnate, whom he was to meet at Portal
City. He and Dodds rescue Chadwick.
the face of knowing that it couldn't out of the question. I grinned and told
The latter offers Norcross tiie manager
reasonably he so. I had a feeling that myself that the one other thing that
ship of the Pioneer Short Dine, whlcn is
In the hands of eastern speculators,
I'd seen those men before. One of counted for most was the fact that
headed by Breckenridge Dunton, preslthem wns short and rather stocky, Mrs. Sheila Macrae was a widow.
dsnt of the line. Norcross, learning that
1 chased like the dickens on the
Sheila Macrae Is stopping at Portal City,
and his face had a sort of hard, hun
accepts.
gry look : and the other was big and printing job, because, apart from
CHAPTER III.—Dodds overhears con
barrel-bodied. The short one was clean wanting to absorb all tlie dope 1 could
versation between Rufus Hatch and Gus
shaven, hut the other had a reddish- as I went along on the new Job, I
tave Henckel, Portal City financiers, in
which they admit complicity in Chad a lea
gray heard clipped close on his fat knew I would he needed everj’ minute
kidnaping, their object being to keep
jaws and trimmed to a point at the right at Mr. Norcross’ elbow, now that
Chadwick from attending a meeting 01
the actual work was beginning.
directors to reorganize the Pioneer Snort
chin.
Line, which would jeopardize their inter
Luncheon was served in the Alexa,
After
they
had
lighted
up
they
came
ests.
along and sat down three or four and they kept the business talk go
CHAPTER IV.—To curb the monopoly
chairs away from me. They paid no ing like a house afire while they were
controlled by Hatch and Hencael, the Red
attention to me, but for fear they eating, the hurry being that Mr. Chad
Tewer corporation. Norcross forms the
Citizens’ Storage and Gatehouse com
might. I tried to look as sleepy as an wick wanted to start back for Chi
pany. He begins to manifest a deep m . I
cago the minute he could find out If
all-night bell-hop in a busy hotel.
lerest in Shelia Macrae. Dodds learns
that Shelia is married, but living apart
"The Dunton bunch got together in our connecting line east would run
from her husband.
Norcross cues not
one of the committee rooms up-stair* him special.
know this.
“Now for a few unofficial things,
a little after eight o'clock,” said the
short man, in a low, rasping voice that Graham, and we’ll call it a go,” he
CHAPTER II—Continued
said. “You are to have an absolutely
He came back in a few miuuiea. went through you like a buzz-saw.
free hand in the management and the
“
Thanks
to
those
infernal
blunderers
looking as cool as a cucumber.
operating. What you say goes as It
“What did you do with him?" asked Clanahan sent us last night. Chadwick
lies, and Dunton has promised me that
the clerk, kind of awed and half was with them.”
there shall be no appeal, not even to
“
I
think
that
was
choost
so.
”
said
scared.
him.”
the
big
man,
speaking
slowly
and
with
“Got a couple of the corridor sweeje
“I imagine he didn't say that will
ers to put him in a hath and turn the something more titan a hint of a Ger
ingly,” the boss put In, which was the
cold water on him. That’ll take the man accent. “Beckler was choost what
first intimation I had had that he
whisky out of him. Now, if you have you call him—a tam blunderer.”
wasn't present at the directors’ meet
I-ike
a
flash
it
came
over
tne
that
a minute to spare. I’d like to get c.y
I was “listening in” to a talk hetween ing in the hotel.
assignment,”
“No, indeed; nothing was done will
W5 hadn't more than got our rooms the same two men who had sat in the
marked off for us when I saw Mr. auto at Sand Creek siding and smoked ingly. I had to swing the big stick
Chadwick coming across from tlie while they were waiting for the actual and swing it hard. But I had them
farther of the three elevators. He w:i« kidnapers to return. You can het high where they couldn’t wiggle. You are
smiling sort of grim, as if he'd made that I made myself nighty small aud to set your own pace, and you are to
have some money for betterments.
unobtrusive.
a killing of some sort witli Mr. DunAfter a while tlie big man spoke I offered to float a new loan on shortton, and instead of heading hack for
time notes with the Chicago banks,
again.
his car he took the boss over to a
“What has Uncle Clton Chadwick up and the board authorized It.”
corner of the lobby and sat down to
The boss pushed that part of it
his sleeve got, do you think?”
smote with him.
aside abruptly, as he always does
“
I
don't
think
—
I
know
!
”
wns
the
They didn’t seem to be talking any
"hen lit has got hold of the gist of a
thing private, so 1 sat down just be snappy reply. “It's one of two things:
a receivership—which will knock us thing.
yond them, • > sleepy that 1 could
Into a cocked hat because we can’t I “Now, about my staff,” he said. “It's
hardly see straight. Mr. Chadwick was
fool with an officer of the United open gossip all over the West that the
telling about his early experiences in
P. S. L. is officered hy a lot of dum
Portal City, how he blew in first on S.aies court—or a new deal ail around
mies and place-hunters and relatives.
top of the Strathcona gold boom, and iu the management.”
“Vich of the two will it be that will 1II have to clean house.”
how he had known mighty near every
come
out of that commiddee room up- ] “Go to it; that is a part of your
body in the region in those days.
‘free hand.’ Have you the material
AVhile he was talking, u taxi drove stairs?"
"A new management. Dunton can’t to draw from?"
up and one of the old residenters came
“I know a few good men, if I can
in from the street and crossed to the stand for a receivership, and Chad- I
elevators; a mighty handsome, stately wick knows it. The securities would get them,” said the boss thoughtfully.
old gentleman, with fierce white mus be knocked out and the majority hold "The one man I can’t place at sight is
a good corporation counsel. I’m ob
taches and a goatee, and “Southern ers—Dunton and his bunch—couldn't
unload. Chadwick will name the man liged to have a good lawyer, Uncle
Colonel” written all over him.
John.”
“There's one of them now; Major who is to take Shaffer's place as gen
“I have the man for you. If you'll
eral
manager
of
the
railroad
outfit.
)
Basil Kendrick—Kentucky horn and
raised, as you might guess," Mr. Chad We might have stood it off for a take him on my say so; a young fel
while, just as I said yesterday, if we j low named Ripley who has done some
wick was saying.
could have kept Chadwick from at- i corking good work for me in Chicago.
1 grabbed at tlie name, “Basil,” right
I’ll wire him, if you like. Now a word
away: it Isn’t such a very common tending this meeting."
"But now we don’t could stand it | or two about this local graft we
home, and Mrs. Sheila had said some
touched upon last night. I don't know
thing—under the water tank, you rec off—what then?”
the ins and outs of It, but people here
"We'll
have
to
wait
and
see.
and
ollect—about a “Cousin Basil’’ who
will tell you that a sort of holding
was to have met her at tlie train. 1 size up tlie new man when he blows ,
was putting two or three little private in. He'll he only human, Henckel. And j corporation, called Red Tower Con
guesses of my own together, when one if we get right down to it we can ' solidated, has a strangle grip on this
entire region. Its subsidiary com
of the elevators came down and here pull him over to our side—or make j
panies control the grain elevators, the
came our two, the young lady and him wish he’d never been born.”
The big man got up ponderously fruit packeries, the coal mines and
tlie chunky little girl, witli the major
distributing yards, the timber supply
chuckling and smiling and giving an and hrushed the cigar ashes off of his
and the lumber yards, and even hav»
arm to each. They had apparently
a finger on the so-called independent
~r
stopped at the Bullard only to wait
.1 smelters.”
until he could come after them ami
The boss nodded. “I’ve heard of
take them home.
Red Tower. Also, I have heard that
I saw the boss sit up in his chair
the railroad stands in with it to pinch
and stare at them. Then lie said:
the producers and consumers.”
“That’s Mrs. Macrae witli him now.
A road engine was backing down
Is she a member of his family?”
tlie spur to take the Alexa in tow for
“A second cousin, or something of
the eastward run, and what was said
that sort,” said Mr. Chadwick. “I met
liad to be said in a hurry,
her once at the major's house out in
“Dig it out,” harked the wheat king.
the northern suburb last summer.”
“If you find that we are in on it. It’s
Mr. Norcross let the three of them
your privilege to cut loose. The two
get out and away, and we heard their
men who will give you the most trou
taxi speed n;) and trundle off before
ble are right here in Portal City:
he said, “She Is married, I'm told.
Hatch, the president of Red Tower,
Where Is her husband?”
and Henckel, its vice-president. They
Mr. Chadwick looked up as if he’d
say either of them would commit mur
already forgotten the three who had
der for a ten-dollar bill, and they stnnd
just crossed the lobby.
in with Pete Clanahan, the city boss,
“Who—Sheila Macrae? Yes, she
and his gang of political thugs. That's
has been married. But there isn't any
all, Graham; all but one thing. Write
husband—she’s a widow.”
me after you’ve climbed into the sad
For quite a while the boss sat star
dle and have found out just what
ing at his cigar in a way he has when
you’re in for. If you say you can
he is thinking right hard, and Mr.
make It go. I’ll back you, If it takes
Chadwick let him alone. Then, all of
half of next year's wheat crop."
a sudden, the boss got up and shoved
When the special had become a black
Ills hands into his coat pockets.
smudge of coal smoke In the distance,
“I've changed my mind, Uncle John,”
7*7 Mr. Norcross turned on me with the
he said, looking sort of absent-like out
grim little smile that goes with h'is
of the window to where the major's
fighting mood.
“
you
wait
and
See
What
Comes
Mit
taxi had been standing. “If you can
“l’ou*are private secretary to the
the
Commiddee
Room
Out.
”
pull me into that deal tomorrow mor
new general manager of the Pioneer
ning— with an absolutely free hand to
bay-window. “You wait and see what Short Line, Jimmie, and your salary
do as I think best, mind you—I’ll take
comes mit the commiddee room out begins to-day,” he said, briskly. “Now
the Job."
let's go up to the hotel aud get our
I go up to the ovvice."
When I was left alone in the row of fighting clothes on.”
CHAPTER III
lobby chairs with the snappy one I
CHAPTER IV
was scared stiff for fear, now that he
The Directors’ Meeting
didn't have anything else to think of,
I was up bright and early the next he'd catch on the fact that I might
“Heads Off, Gentlemen!"
morning. and after breakfast I took have overheard. But apart from giv
Gosh all Friday—say I but the next
a little sashay down Nevada avenue ing me one long store that made my few days did see a tear-up to beat the
to have a look at our railroad. Of blood run cold, he hldn't seem to no- band on the old Short Line! With
course, I knew, after what the boss | tice me much, and after a little he the printing of his appointment cir
had said to Mr. Chadwick the night got up and went to sit on the other cular, Mr. Norcross took the offices
before, just before we went to bed, side of Hie big rotunda where he could In the headquarters building lately
that we weren't ever going to see watch tlie elevators going and coming. vacated by Mr, Shaffer, and It was
Canada, or even Illinois.
I guess he had lots of patience, for something awful to see the way the
I'll have to admit that the look I got I had to have. 1 had been sitting in heads went Into the basket. One by
didn’t make nte feel as if we'd found a toy corner for two full hours when one he called the Duntonltes In; the
Cullinan diamond. Down in the yards I saw the boss coming down the broad traffic manager, the general superin
everything seemed to be at the loosest j marble stair with Mr. Chadwick.
tendent, the roadmaster, the masterkind of loose ends. A switching crew
Mr. Norcross held up a finger for mechanic—clear on down to the round
wns making up a freight, and the way
house foreman and the division heads.
they slammed the boxes together, re
Some few of them were allowed to
BE A BOOSTER!
gardless of broken drawheads and the
take the oath of allegiance and stay,
TRADE AT HOMB1
like, was a sin and a shame.
but the place-fillers and pay-roll para
After a while, after I’d loafed
TAKE THE HOME PAPER I
sites. the cousins and the nephews
jhrnugh the shops aud around the
and the_ brothers-ln-law, every last
SYNOPSIS.

man of them had to waTU under the ax.
Three days later, when the whole
town was talking about'the new “Jack
the Ripper.” as they called him. Klrsan,
who had been our head machinery
man co the Midland construction,
tumbled in in answer to a wire. Mr.
Norcross slammed him into place ten
minutes after he hit the town.
"Your offlee is across the tracks,
Kirgan,” he told him. “I’ve begun tlie
house-cleaning over there h.v firing
your predecessor and three or four of
his pet foremen. Get lu tlie hole nml
dig to the bottom. I’ll give you six
months In which to make good as a
model superintendent of motive power.
busy/*
“That's me," said Kirgan. who knew
the boss up one side and down the
other. “You give me the engines, and
I’ll keep ’em out of the shop." And
with that he went across the yard anil
took hold, before he had even hunted
up a place to sleep in.
Mr. Van Britt, our general super
intendent, was tlie next man to show
up.
He was tine; a square-built,
stocky little gentleman who looked as
if he'd always had the world by the
ear and never meant to let go.
“Well, I’m here." he said, dropping
into a chair and sitting with liis legs
wide apart. Am! then. Ignoring me as
if I hadn't been there. “Graham. Klint
the devil have you got against me.
tliat you should drag me out here on
the edge Of nowhere and make me go
to work for a living?"
The boss just grinned at him and
said: “It’s for the good of your soul
Upton. You've too much money. Your
office is up at the end of tlie corridor
and your chair is empty and waiting
for you. Your appointment circular
has already been mailed out."
Mr. Hoqjack was the last of the
new office staff to fall in, though lie
didn't have nearly ns far to come as
some of tlie ot tiers. He was red
headed and wore glasses. They used
to say of him on the Overland c entral
that he could make business grow
"here hone ever grew before, and
that's what a traffic man lives for.
Naturally, the big turn-over brought
all sorts of disturbances at the sopdoff. Some of the reliev d cousins and
nephews stayed In town and Jumped
in to stir up trouble for the new man
agement. The Herald, which was the
other morning paper, took up for tlie
down-and-outs, and there wasn't any
thing too mean for it to say about
tlie boss and his new appointees. Then
the employees got busy and tlie griev
ance committees began to pour in.
Mr. Norcross never denied himself to
anybody. Tlie office-door stood wide
open and the kickers were welcomed,
as you might say, with open arms.
“You men are going to get tlie
squarest deal you liave ever had. nnd
a still sqnarer one a little farther
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FVcry-Other-Day

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.—L. MARCUS
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL

STREET,

ROCKLAND

EMPIRE THEATRE
A splendid romance of the stormy
New England coast is spread on the
screen today under the title of "Deep
Waters.” Many persons will not fail
to recognize in it the characters and
action of the F. Hopkinson Smith
I novel, “Caleb West.” •
“A Perfect Crime,” a comedy drama,
j based on the desirability and even imj portance of lying in an intelligent way
is the offering for Wednesday and
Thursday.
Monte Blue has the role of Wally
Griggs, a timid hank messenger whom
everyone despises for his stupidity.
Suddenly Wally, the worm, turns, lie
begins to lie. He tells magnificent and
thrilling yarns about things which
never happened on land or sea. Ills
ridiculous yarns are published and he
wins a beautifu girl who had ignored
him in his honest days. There is a
little sister in the story, too, and it
was she who first started him on the
adventure of spinning lies by whole
sale. The story is as pathetic in spots
as it is amusing in others.

Sow>
SEEDS
Seeds peculiarly adapted to Northern New England noil.
dependable, reliable.

Eased

Hardy,

<n over CO >cars’ practical experience

selecting, inopecting and marketing seech.
Were you satisfied with last j tars’ bay cron, the vegetable crop?
Did the plants and flowers come along as you hoped ? Nol Perhaps it
was the seeds:—-

TRY K&W SEEDS this year/"'
Write for the 176 page Gcx>d Cook on Seeds and Things Agricultural.
Write today I
,7
.
, .,

It's free.

Kendall & Whitney, Portland, Maine.
TIME TO THINK Of AGRICULTURAL IMPLLMENTS.

.

CLARRY HILL
Charles Kelley has sold his farm to
A. K. Jackson.
Mrs. Robert Cargill and son Ray-j
mond of Washington visited relatives:
here recently.
G. N. Storer and sons of North Wal
doboro are cutting up the woodpiles in
this neighborhood with a gasoline saw.
A.
-'A>
Edward Ross has purchased a horse
of Fred Simmons.
Herbert Orff of North Waldoboro
“You Men Are Going to Get the called on friends here last Sunday.
Charles Burgess is hauling out wood
Squarect Deal You Ever Had.”
for George Jameson.
along. If you will only stay on the
Walter Feyler and Everett Lamont
job and keep your clothes on,” was have got 27 trees tapped for maple
the way the boss went at the train Juice.
E. E. Thurston of Union called on
men’s committee. “We are out to
make the P. S. L. the best line for relatives here last Thursday.
Everett Lamont is taking violin les
service, and tiie best t*hrnpany to work sons of Miss Doris .Matthews.
for, this side of the Missouri river.
Marcell Cunningham and John Fish
1 want your loyalty; the loyalty of called on friends here Wednesday.
every man in the service. Ill go
W. J. Smith was in Waldoboro last
further and say that the new manage week.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Smith of North
ment will stand if you and the other
pay-roll men stand by it in good faith, Warren visited relatives here last
Sunday.
or it will fall if you don’t.”
Everett Lamont has bought a yoke
“You’ll meet the grievance commit
of steers of Waldoboro parties.
tees and talk things over with them
when there’s a kick coming?" said old
Tom Mct.’lure, the passenger con
ductor who was acting as spokesman.
"Sure 1 will—every time. More than
than, 1 11 take a leaf out of Colonel
Goethal’s hook and keep open house ‘Get at the Real Cause — Take
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets
here in this office every Sunday morn
ing. Any man in the service who
That’s what thousands of stomach
thinks he lias a grievance may come
sufferers are doing now.
Instead of
here and state It, and if lie hag a case,
taking tonics, or trying to patch up a
he’ll get justice.”
poor digestion, they are attacking the
Naturally, a few little talks like
real cause of the ailment—clogged
this, face to face with tlie men them
liver and disordered bowels.
selves, soon began to put new life Into
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets arouse
the liver in a soothing, healing way.
tlie rank and file. Mr. Norcross’ old
When the liver and bowels are per
pet name of “Hell-and-repeat" hud
forming iheir natural functions, away
followed him down from Oregon, as
goes indigestion and stomach troubles.
it was bound to, but now it begun to
Have you a bad taste, coated
lie used in tlie sense that most rail
tongue, poor appetite, a lazy, don’troad men use the phrase, "The Old
care feeling, no ambition or energy,
Man,” in speaking of a big boss that
trouble with undigested foods’ Take
they like.
Olive Tablets, the substitute for calomel.
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets are a
There was so much crowded Into
purely vegetable compound mixed with
these first few weeks tliat I’ve for
olive oil. You will know them by their
gotten half of It. The work we did,
olive color. They do the work without
pulling and hauling things into shape,
griping, cramps or pain.
wns a fright, and my end of the Job
Take one or two at bedtime for quick
got so big tliat the boss liad to give
relief. Eat what you like. 13c and 30c.
me help. Following out Ills own policy,
he let me pick my man, nnd after I’d
had a little talk with Mr. Van Britt,
I picked Fred May, a young fellow
Melt Vicks in a spoon
who had been under* Van Burgh. He
was all right; a little too tonguey,
and inhale the medicat
perhaps, but a worker from away
ed vapors. Apply fre
back, and tliat was what we were
quently up the nostrils.
looking for.
Use freely before going

COLDS

To be continued—Began March
Back copies can be supplied.

31.

Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette
carries the home news of Knox county
to every State In the Union and to
many foreign lands.

to bed.

VICKS
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Over 17 Million Jan Used Yearly

IN THE SELECTION
of the Rockland National Bank as your
depositary, you show confidence well
placed—and are assured that your
banking business will have the very
best attention and care.

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

The Rocklan d National Bank
Rockland, Maine
member federal-reserve

system

SM

Compare
‘These Hakes
with any brand on
your grocers shelves

and youll find that

Post Toasties
Are Superior Corn Flakes
In making Post Toasties only the
choice part of carefully selected
white com is used, perfectly cook
ed, rolled and toasted to a crisp
appetizing brown.

Millions eat POST TOASTIES
because they like ’em!
Sold by Grocers

. Everywhere!
.Made by Fcstvm Cereal Co.,Inc., Battle Creek, Michigan.
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Page Five

APRIL TERM BEGINS
Doesn't Lock Like a Busy
Term, But You Never Can
Tell.
•
The April term of Knox eounty
Supreme Court convened this morn
ing, with Associate Justice Albert M.
Spear of Gardiner occupying the
bench, which he has often honored.
In a preceding issue it was stated
that it would probably be his last
term, but Judge Spear does not
teach the age of retirement until 1922,
nnd it is by no means certain that
Knox county may not be included in
Ills assignments next year.
Court
officials certainly hope so, for the
Justice has always been e^-emely
popular in his Knox county sittings.
He brings with him his stenographer,
William H. Cornforth of Auburn,
who likewise has many friends down
this way.

« • • «

The chaplain this morning was Kev.
E. S. Uflford of Union, composer of
such notable hymns as "Throw Out
the Life-line,” and who is still active
in pulpit work.
The court organization for the term
presents this lineup:
County Attorney—Z. M. Dwlnal of
Camden.
Clerk of Courts—Milton M. Griffin
of Rockland.
Sheriff—Raymond E. Thurston of
Union.
Crier—E. Stewart Obeton of Rock
port.
In charge of Grand jury—Granville
Rachelder of St. George; in charge
of First Traverse jury, Alvah L.
Anderson of Camden; in charge of
Second Traverse jury. I. Newton
Morgan of South Thomaston. Deputy
Sheriff Charles E. Heckbert, con
valescing from an attack of pneu
monia and Turnkey W. L. Rokes
are also on duty.
Messenger—Ralph W. Brown.
Hearing on the divorce suit of
Adelyn Bushnell Boyden of Thomas
ton vs. William E. Boyden of Boston
was assigned for this afternoon, but
the divorce is not to be contested and
the case will be very much simplified
and abbreviated.
Likewise this will
serve to cut down the length of the
term two and possibly three days.
The criminal docket may include
two trials of more than ordinary im
portance. One of these Is the State
vs. Charles L. Hurd. The respondent
is a sea captain who was indicted last
September on the charge of rape. He
was hot tried at the January term for
the very good reason that he had
meantime escaped from jail and was
still
large. Another trial in prospectTS State vs. William Bartlett of
Hope. The scenario has been indi
cated in the civil case tried last term.
Some action will probably be taken
this term in the somewhat peculiar
case of State vs Roscoe Shibles of
Thomaston.
The
respondent
is
charged with assault and battery
tipon his sister. He was sent to the
State Hospital in Augusta for ob
servation,
nnd the report
came
back that while he is not considered
insan£ he is at least feeble minded,
ard should 1-j placed under some
restraint. His present tendency is to
acquire an
inordinate amount of
sleep, and if removed from the jail
for a few minutes he begs to be put
hack "with the boys." The county's
problem is to know what to do wjxh
him.
\

ROCKPORT
Among the 12,100 tourists registering
at the Tourist Information Bureau in
Tampa. Fla., this season, were Al.
Coates and Wilbert Meservey, of
Rockport, Me., which state had nearly
twice as many’ visitors here as ever
before, writes the Tampa Board of
Trade to The Courier-Gazette.
C'liver Holden returned Sunday to
the
University
of
Maine
after
spending the Easter vacation in town.
Mrs. Frederick H. Sylvester of
Quincy, Mass., is the guest of her
mother, Mrs. Josephine Bohndell.
Miss Mabel Howe of Camden was
the recent guest of her sister, Mrs.
Ella Overlook.
The Fire Department was called
out Sunday morning lo extinguish a
tire in Ballard Park woods near the
cottage of Chester L. Pascal.
Mr. and Mrs.Walter Carroll and son
Howard were guests of Mrs. Carroll's
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Andrews
in West Rockport Sunday.
Miss Elsie Lane has returned to
York where she is teaching after
spending a brief vacation with her
parents, Capt. and Mrs. George W.
Lane.

Mrs. Grace Wotton of Rockland
was the guest of Mrs. Ella Overlook
Sunday.

Wednesday, April 6, is the date of
supper and aron sale at the Baptist
vestry. Supper served from 5-30 to 7
7 o’clock.
Frank P. Libby has purchased the
Elms restaurant in Camden is doing a
good business.
Mrs. Maynard Ingraham spent Sun
day in Lewiston.
Miss Hazel Ijinp left Monday for
Waterville where she has a position
as Latin twteher in Coburn Classical
Institute.
Fred Furbush and chauffeur, Allred
Peterson who have been in town for
several days returned Monday to
Swampscott.
Mr and Mrs. Donald Johnson and
son Benjamin of Camden were guests
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. II
Paul Sunday.
Herbert S. Ingraham has returned
to Bowdoin College after spending Ihe
Easter recess with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Enos K. Ingraham.
Two boats were stolen from the
harbor early Sunday morning; one a
27 foot sloop owned by Alvin Robbins
nnd the other a row boat owned by
Capt. Percy A. Ferry which was haul
ed up on the shore in the shipyard
nnd was being painted. Measures are
being taken to recover the lost
property’.
Miss I.elia St Clair of Warren was
a guest nt A. T. Carrolls Friday of
last week.
Rev. E. V Davis of Lewiston who
lias been assisting the pastor of the
Baptist church. Rev Andrew Young
for two weeks closed his labors Sun
day night. At the close of the even
ing service the ordinance of baptism
■was administered to seven candidates.
Mr. Davis has given faithful service
nnd the church has received a spirit
ual uplift. He will begin a series of
meetings at the Baptist church in
West Rockport next Sunuay.
Mrs. Elizabeth Libby reports the
names of the following scholars who
were r.ot absent one half day during
the winter term of school: William
Carter Everett Carter, William Discoll, Herman Farrow, Harold Graffam,
Rita Packard, Rose Spear, Melville
Wcit. Henry Bohndell and Langdon

WAS RELIEVED
AFTER 15 YEARS
OF SUFFERING
Mr. Elmer Peck said • "I tare
bad kidney trouble for fifteen years
ur.d during that tune would Lave
_to get up ait or
"seven times at
night with this
trouble. My back
was sore as a
boil; if 1 should
turn over real
quickly in bed—
it felt like m.v
whole back would
tear loose. It took
only one bottle of
Goldine to relieve
me of these pains
and I don't have
to get up at night.
Ebner Peck
It's the best kid*
liey medicine I ever found.”
For sale hy nil druggists or send 10c
for liberal sample.
Goldine Mfg. Co., Dept. 8, Albany, ..,'y.

Goldine is sold in Rockland at John
ston's Drug Store.
Crockett bad the highest
arithmetic for the term.

rank

BEST INVESTMENT I’VE
EVER MADE IN MV LIFE

MW Cve!
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SOUTH THOMASTON
The Bailey family who have been
occupying the Grace Sleeper house
during their lumbering operations here
have returned to their home near Wis
casset. They are very pleasant folks,
much Interested in the Grange, and our
people are sorry to see them go.
The first and second degrees were
worked In the Grange Wednesday
night. Several members have been
taken in recently and the Grange has
taken on a decidedly prosperous out
look.
A family by the name of Dailey has
recently moved into the old Spaulding
house so called on Elm street.
Mrs. Flora Baum entertained last
Tuesday evening, the neighborhood
sewing club, which Is expected to meet
next with Mrs. C. S. Watts, the dates
having been changed from Mrs. Watts
to Mrs. Baum on account of the illness
of Mrs. Watts’ baby.
Mrs. Carl Borgerson
and little
daughter have both been ill recently.
Friends of Allard Snow of Warren
ton are sorry to learn that he has had
to return to Knox Hospital for surgical
treatment.
1. N. Morgan and Harvey Crowley
attended Knox Lodge in Rockland
Wednesday evening, when the third
degree was worked on several candi
dates.
Miss Lillian Putnam has been conlined to her home several weeks with
a very bad cold and is still unable to
return to Rockland High School, of
which she is one of the June gradu
ates.
C. L. Sleeper is in Boston for a few
days where Mrs. Sleeper has been
spending the winter. They are ex
pected home very soon.
Mr. and Mrs. "Bloom” Smith are
making preparations for a busy sum
mer. We are glad to see Wessaweakeag Inn opened up for business once
more.
Everybody is pleased to hear that
Georgq Green who was recently oper
ated upon in the Massachusetts Home
opathic Hospital is gaining.
His
daughter. Mrs. Richard Hodsdon, who
has been receiving treatment for sev
eral months in the same hospital, is
reported as remaining about the same.
Mrs. Jt’wers of Ash Point who fell
last winter injuring her hip seriously,
is getting along comfortably making
progress toward recovery. Although
she Is past 80 she is putting to shame
many of the younger ones with her
wonderful courage.
Miss Blanche Ames pleasantly enter
tained a party of her young friends
Thursday evening.
Stirling Barbour of Stonington has
been a reeent guest of his daughter,
Mrs. I. J. Putnam.
Several flocks of wild geese the past
few days have made daily trips from
ocean to cove. From 50 to over 100
were in one flock. They are flying
unusually
low—great picking for
somebody.
Mrs. W. P. Sleeper is the guest of
friends in Boston for a few days.
Schools will reopen April 11 after a
two weeks vacation.
The decision of legislature on the di
vision of the town is very pleasing to
the majority of our townspeople. All’s
well that ends well.
The article in last Thursday’s issue
of The Courier-Gazette, written by
Lizette Green Rollins has received
many favorable comments here. South
Thomaston is the town of Mrs. Roilins
nativity and none knows better the
possibilities that the town possesses.
Let's all donhte our hammers to the
carpenters and join the boosters club.
Wonderful possibilities
are
lying
latent in our little town.

UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Reverdy Carroll spent
Wednesday with relatives at North
Waldoboro.
Edward Alden who has been at work
in Massachusetts is visiting his par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Judson Alden.
Ml’, and Mis. Fred Burkett enter
tained the Five Hundred Club at their
beautiful home Wednesday evening,
supper being served.
Miss Ariel Ames is ill with measles.
Jeddie Merrifield who has been quite
ill with measles at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Harlan Simmons Is able, to be
out.
Elias Burkett who has been wrest
ling with grippe is improving, but
Mrs. Burkett remains very ill.
Rev. Mr. Cronkhile of Appleton
called on friends here Thursday.
Hilda S. Robbins of Appleton visited
Bertha Simmons Saturday.
A. F. Collins who was obliged to
leave his R. F. D. route last September
on account of sickness again took up
his duties April I. tine and all are
very glad to see the genial Frankie
back on the job. He always has a
cordial greeting for everyone, young or
old.
Irville Thurston has returned from
his trip to Panama and his many
friends are giving him the glad hand.
Mr. Thurston says he had a very' en
joyable tri)), fine weather, a nice party
and a good ship.
Hr. and Mrs. Herbert Hills werp in
Rockland Sunday to attend the funeral
of Mr. Frohoc.
In looking over some old papers 1
came across a hill dated Nov. 5, 1864.
and thought it might interest some of
the older people to compare the prices
with the present prices. The hill was
from N. B. Robbins and contained
these items: 9 yds. satinette, $9; 6 yds.
flannel at .38, $2.28; 2f£ yds. cambric
at .25. .62: 11>4 yds. muslin delaine at
.38, $4.27; 1 yd. canvass, .30; 3 sheets
wadding, .45; 1 oz. linen thread, .14; 2
doz. buttons, .40; 1 gal. molasses, $1.
Another bill of 1863 gives the price of
kerosene oil 50 cents, sheeting 50 cents,
print 28, sugar 16, saleratus 11, spool
thread 11.

x GRAHAM BONNER.
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BLACKIE BLACK BEAR.
“I am shy,” said Blackie, the Black
Bear, "and for that reason I atn uot
found often.
I keep to myself. 1
don't care to talk to people, and as I
don't imagine they're so anxious to
talk to me, 1 keep very much to my
self.
“It is a way we all do, we black
bears.
"We love the quietness of the
woods, the stillness and the peace
of our own society. We like to eat
berries, but we don’t want to do our
berry picking along with u whole lot
of other creatures.”
“That’s so,” said Xlrs. Blackle. “But
there are places we will do our mar
keting where other creatures wouldn't
care to trade!
“We eat yellow-jackets and wasps
and bugs, and we go to yellow jack
ets’ nests and have a line old time get
ting goodies. Other creatures would
be stung and miss the goodies!
“Yes, we know more about market
ing than many creatures do, for we
know what is good, and a lot of oth
ers don't. They don't think yellow

AU Growing Up.

Jackets are nice to eat. My, but
they're foolish.”
“But let us not worry,” said Blackie,
“for it will mean that there are all
the more for us.
"Well, Mrs. Blackie, you did as all
the Mrs. or Miss Black Bears did this
spring. You slept later than any of
the Mr. Black Bears did. You like to
sleep even more than we do, for you
always go to bed earlier, too.
"I got up in time to have some
skunk cabbage leaves In the very
early spring, or the late whiter, for
it was still very cold.
“And too, I had a little meal where
I swallowed some of the quills of the
porcupine leader and they didn’t both
er me. That is where a black bear is
superior to other animals.
“He can eat things like that which
would be very liad for tlie digestions
of most folks.
“We make ourselves strong by
sleeping so soundly, rolled up lu big
balls.
"And we're good fighters when wp
have to be. We know how to defeud
ourselves and our own.
“And you know how to train the
cubs."
"Ah yes," said Mrs, Blackie, “they
are all growing up now, hut I have
watched them since they eatne, poor
little blind things, with little hair and
oh, such tiny cubs as they were at
first.
“How I did look after them! And
I taught them never to let anyone
know tlie sort of hole they would
sleep in when the winter came. I
taught them they must never let any
one know the sort of home we make
and the kind. To die rather than give
up tlie secret Is the thing!
"And one must tell the young hears
this for ihey do not know so well as
the older hears that this is most im
portant.
“They have to be taught. And they
have lo be told that they must so
hide themselves that no one will wake
them up in the winter time because
no one will have found them.
"I’ve looked after them since they
were little brown things. Now their
coats are fine and black.
“I’ve shown them, too, how we leave
messages and directions and rules for
each other on trees, making all sorts
of signs on the trees which a bear can
understand.
“Yes, we must all do things in the
Black Bear fashion, for our fashions
liave been tried out h.v black hears for
years and years, nnd they've been
found to be very good.
“Creatures «ho change their fash
ions aud their ways from year to year,
waste a great deal of time, so we
black bears think.
For when they
eould be marketing and getting good
tilings to eat they are thinking of
what they shall wear this spring or
this summer, or this fall.
"And they don't have so much time
for sleeping. They inn never give up
a whole winter to resting as we can.
They haven't the time, poor dears.
“All. tlie ways of the black bears
are best. They are the ways which
have been tried out and found to be
good. At any rate they've been found
that way hy all black bears.”
“Yes." said Blackie. “and they al
ways win he thought the best ways
that there are. though people mightn't
agree with us. They haven't even the
good taste to like eating yellow jack
ets. delicious, tempting, appetizing
wasps r'
“Poor dears.” said Mrs. Blackie.
“poor dears.”
Protect School

Jutland Man Says Tanlac Did
For him What Other Medi
cines Failed To Do—Had
Suffered Ten Years.
■For ten years I looked for some
thing to relieve my stomach trouble but
had no success until I ran across Tan
lac, and that did the work for me,”
said H. B. Merritt, news agent, who
lives at IK Meadow St., Rutland, Vtand who is one of the best known and
popular young business men of the
city.
'I had about given up hope of ever
finding anything to give me real ben
efit. I had awful attacks of acute in
digestion and of recent years they
were becoming more frequent. Many
a time these spells wJre so severe I
would come within u hairsbreath ot

VINALHAVEN

‘cashing in.’* I got lots of advice, but
none of it was any good until I was
told hy a friend to try Tanlac.
“It suited my case exactly.
It
couldn't have made a bigger change if
it had made my stomach over again.
I feel like a different man now. 1 no
longer live in dread of those awful
spells, for I have such faith in Tanlac
I believe they are gone forever. 1 am
in better health than I have been in
years, just brimful of new life and
energy. I know the little money Tan
lac cost tne wad the best investment 1
ever made In m.v life. It certainly does
what other medicines failqd to do, and
I’ve tried many in the last ten years."

BANGOR LINE
STEAMSHIP CAMDEN
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat
urday’s at 8 P 'u for Boston

i

i

B

.. '<
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find Fridays at 5 P 'u Leave Rockiand Tues
days, Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 A M for
sraden, Belfast, Rueksport, Winterport and
Bangor
Leave Bangor 2 P. M for Rockland, Boston
and way landings.
MT. DESERT & BLUE HILL LINES
BAR HARBOR LINE
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 A M for North Haven, Ston
ington, Southwest Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Seal Harbor, due Bar Harbor 11.45 A. M.
Return—Leave Bar Harbor 1.00 P. M. for
Rockland and way landings
BLUE HILL* LINE

Prnfessional&BusinessCatty
DR. C, D, NGRiri
Physician andX.-Kay Opseatuj

ftrriCE- i£ BmoIi fetrstf, nDCKLAftd
UFFiCc HOURS: uuvli t a. B.
l .OO to 3:00 and 7 :00 to »:0i *. •TELEPHONE 712
II-If

Un. T. L. & Ruth McBeetk
Osteopathic Physicians
SI UNION STREET, ROCKLANO, VAIN!
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
TELEPHONE I3t
1-tf

Leave Rockland Tuesdays. Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 A. M. for Dark Harbor, Eggemoggin, South Brooksville, Sargentville, Deer
Isle. Brooklin, South Blue Hill, due Blue Hill
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
11.45 A M.
Return—Leave Blue II111 12.30 P. M. for
Offlee: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
Rockland and way landings
Offlee llourc I to 3 end 7 tn 9 P. M.
Connections at Rockland with steamer from
and for Boston
Residence until « A. M. and by Ag»ol«tM4
F. S SHERMAN, Supt. It S SHERMAN, Agent
TELEPHONES: Kesidenoa, 41*4; OlRue, I4S.
Rockland, Maine.
Rockland, Maine.
33-tf

NOTICE

DR. LAWRY

STEAMER “CASTINE”
Tanlac is sold In Rockland hy Cor
Will be kept running on the
ner Drug Store; In Washington by F. CAMDEN,
WEST ISLESBORO ANO BELFAST
L. Ludwig; in North Haven hy W. S.
LINE
Year Round Service
Hopkins, in South Thomaston by L.
Leaves Camden every morning on arrival of
O. Hanley, and by the leading drug electric
car from Rockland ut 8.00 A. .M„ Sun
gists in every town.—adv.
day excepted.

M OU UtreeF

R0CKLAMD, Mt,

HOURS;
Uatll COO a. et.
2 to 4 9. at.; 7 to 9 9. at.

TELEPHONE ITS

DR. F. B. ADAMS

Help ruing, leaves Lewis Wharf, Belfast, at
1.30 P. M for West Islesboro and Camden, ar
riving at 3 45 in time for the car for Rockland.
Offlee 400 Main Street. ROCKLAND. MAINS
| grocery store is attracting much atCOOMBS BROS. Belfast. Me.
Offlee Hour*, until 9 t. m.;.l 8 4 t I to 11 u,
; tention from the passers-by and pass14-tf
Managers

' ers-in.
Mrs. Harold Look who has been the
Mrs. Foster Snow entertained the
guest of her mother, Mrs. George Cribbage Champs at her home last
Smith returned to Farmington Mon week. Many games were played, fol
day.
lowed hy a fine supper.
Raymond Pendleton left Monday for
Mrs. Merle E. Tolman held a sewing
Camden.
bee at her home Tuesday.
A large
Ruth Smith and Evelyn Chilles spent number of guests were present and en
the weekend as guests of Mr. and Mrs. joyed a delicious supper.
Charles Poole.
Don't forget the last Silent SisterMiss Mildred Vinai returned Satuf- ' Married Folks dance at Town hall
day from Boston where she spent the Wednesday evening. Come and bring
Easter recess.
aprons and neckties.
Supt. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley re
turned Saturday from Thomaston.
America's Battle Cries.
Mrs. Ralph Bickford returned Sat
A writer In the New York Evening
urday from Boston.
Mrs. Effie Davis returned Saturda? Post, recalling the various battle cries
thnt have urged forward our armies
from Rockland.
Mrs. Luther Burns who has been In the wars In which our nation has
spending the last two weeks in town been engaged, says that In the Revo
returned to Boston Monday.
lution tlie cry wns, “No taxation with
Misses Dorris Nichols and Kath out representation;” in the War of
leen Gllchrest have returned from [ 1812, “Free trade and sailors’ rights;”
Rockland where they spent the Easter
In the Mexican war, “Remember the
recess, guests of Mr. and“Mrs. Almond
Alnmo;” In the Civil war, on the
Young.
David Robinson and Earl Lawry Union side, "On to Richmond,” on the
have gone to Bethel, N. H, where they Oonfederate side, “On to Washlugtpn
In The Spanish war, "Remember
have employment.
The Ladies Symphony Orchestra the Maine;” In the recent World war.
were entertained Friday evening at “Make the world safe for democracy."
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Green
law. An excellent supper was served
Riveting Quickly Done.
by the hostess. The orchestra is do
An electric heater for rivets, de
ing great work in the short time they
have been rehearsing and will make signed to take two rivets at a time,
their appearane before the public in momentarily breaks the circuit through
the second rivet when the hot one Is
the near future.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Tolman have withdrawn. The heat Is diffused while
moved into the Pierce house on Chest a cold rivet is being Inserted, nnd
nut street.
thus the heating Is mude more uniform
Mrs. Fernald Ames entertained The when the circuit Is again completed.
Owls at her home Friday evening, re
The shanks are heated very evenly
freshments being served.
Arthur Ott of Rockport has arrived throughout their length, the heads—
of larger diameter—reaching not quite
at Crockett’s River for the summer.
Louie Merrithew has a new banjo- so high a temperature. Current Is
supplied from a shell-type transform
mandolin.
Lafayette Carver rfelief Corps will er only while rivets are being heated,
meet tonight with Mrs. A. U. Patter nnd a switch gives voltage control to
son.
adjust the heat for different sizes.
Mrs. Aibra V. Smith entertained the Rivets up to five inches in length are
High School Orchestra at her home
laken without adjustment. The ca
Monday evening, Roy Ames, who was
a member of the V. H. S. Orchestra of pacity of Ihe heater Is 75 pounds per
1920 being among those present. Re hour, and In continuous operation
from three to five pounds of rivets
freshments were served.
Vina! Dailey who lias been spending can be healed for each kilowatt-hour
the past week in Rockland as guest of of energy consumed.
liis grandmother ilfs. Mary Vinai re
turned Saturday.
Locating His Capital.
Regular meeting of the Ladies of the
My little brother Jimmy was walkG. A. R. was held. Friday evening with
a large attendance. After the business tng uptown one day. He happened to
meeting a social hour was enjoyed have some money In a certain hank,
with cards and lunch served by the While passing it he suddenly remark
following committee, Minnie Lyford. ed to me: "That’s where m.v money
Bessie Dailey, Margaret Glidden and Is tied up."—Chicago American.
Margie Chilles.
D. H. Glidden is having a bathroom
Aye of the World.
added tp his home, William Lane do
John Von Muller, a historian who
ing the work.
spent much time in research work
A. L. Pierce has sold his billiard hall
on the age of the world, arrived at
to Edward and Margaret Coombs, and
a conclusion which In 1920 would
Merritt Lenfest has purchased the
Frank Coombs farm at Coombs’ Neck, make the world 7.042 years old. Ills
these real estate transfers being made figures are generally ai'cppted, be
cause they are bused ou Biblical ref
through the D. H. Glidden agency.
E. G. Carver’s new front door at his erences and facts.

OFFICE TELEPHONE IM-W
Residence—Thorndike

Homo.

TEL

MS.

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

C. E. BUCHANAN, M. D.

The direct route between

General Medicine

ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN.
STONINGTON, ISLE AL’ HAUT AND
SWAN’S ISLAND

35 Limerock Street
OFFICE HOURS 1 to 3; 7 to
TELEPHONE 473

Steamer leaves Rcckland at 1.30 p. m.
for Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington
and Swan’s Island.
Returning, leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 a.
m. for Stonington, North Haven, Vinal
haven and Rockland.
W. 8. WHITE. Gen. Mgr.

8 P. M,
14«»Mcfa2t

DR. J. C. HILL
Residence and Office, 266 Main 8treet

Rockland, Me,

Offic. Hourat

10 to 11 A. M.| 1 to 2 P. M.j 6 to 8 P. M,
126-tf

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

B. H. KELLER, M. D.

Trains Leave Rockland for
Eastern Standard Time

75 MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
Augusta. A §7 .OOa. m. 17.30 a. m.,11.10p. m.
Bangor A§7.00n.m 17.30a. m , 11.10p.m.
Office
Hours—Until 9 a. nt.; I to 3; 7 to 9 9. m.
Bath. A§7.00a.ni.. 17.30a.m., jl.10p.ui., A§4.30
p in., 14.35 p. m
Telephone 141-3
Boston ,A§7.00a m , / 30a.m.. 11,10p.m.
3-tf
Brunswick §7.00 a. in.. 17.30 a. in., tl.10 p. ra.,
11.35 p. ra
Lewiston, A§7.OQ»:t in.. 17.30a ra.. 11.10 p. m.
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
New York , 14.35 p. ni.
Portland. A§7.00a. ra., 17.30 a. in., 11 10 p. m.;
14.35 p ni.
Osteopathic Physician
Waterville, A§7 OOa. m.. 17.30 a. »n.. 11.10 p. in.
Woolwich, §7.00 a m.. 17.30 a. ra., 11.10 p. m.,• 36 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
§4.30? m., 14.35p m.
Hourt 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
t Daily .except Su.iday.
.
§ Sunday only.
Evnnings by Apnointment
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool*
Tnlnohonn 323.
1-tf
•rich aud Bath
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS.
DAVIS & STURM
ViG-20 V.P & Gen'l Mgr. Gea'l Passenger Agt.

Chiropractors
Palmer School GraduatM

Stomach Catarrh

400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE

M.

Hour* 2:00 to 5 :00 P.
Evening, 6:30 to 7.3#
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
126-tT

Causes untold misery and puffering,
all of which is needless Pe-ru-na
acts as quickly and surely on ca
tarrh of the stomach and bowels^
as in cases of
that common .
form, nasal
> catarrh.

H. y. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407 MAIN STREET
Hoara: 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 3 P.
Residence, 21 Fulton Street. Tel.
Office leiephnne 493-W.

IN
USE
rFIFTY YEARS

J

|

I
|
|

i a sooth*
Fing, healing effect up*
Fon all mucous linings.
r Belching gas, sour stom' ach, nausea, vomiting,
cramps, pains in the abdo
men, diarrhoea, constipa*
tion are all symptoms of a
catarrhal condition iu the
organs of digestion.
IJou’t suffer another day.
It is needless and danger
ous. Two generations have
found Pe-ru-na just the
medicine needed for such
disturbances.

Sold Everywhere
Tablets or Liquid

M.

DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
ORTHODONTIA (rtralghtealng teatkl
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLESB
299 MAIN STREET. ROCKLANO
Spur Blook...............Font of Pnrk Streat
Offic, Hour,: 9 to 12; I to 5.
TEL. 746-M.

DR. EMERY B. HOWARD
Dentist
M7 MAIN STREET, ROCKLANB. MR.
Above Huston-Tuttle Book Stora

Phone 49h-M.

Office Hourt: 9 to 12 aod • to •

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL

Women
Made Young

E. B. SILSBY, Surgaan
X-RAT Operator
11 HUMMER STREET, R0CXLAVB
»x

TELEPHONE 12*
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

Bright eyes, a clear skin and a body
JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
full of youth and health may be
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
yours if you will keep your system
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS, DE
in order by regularly taking
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

HAVE YOB A FARM FOR SALE?

370 Main St.

COLD MEDAL

Rockland. Me.

ARTHUR L ORNE
Insurance

We are having inquiries for Maine
farms, and it is likely that with the high
prices of Western farm lands now pre
vailing this demand may increase. Have
you any Maine farm property for sale?
If so, will you list it with us, giving loca
tion, full description, price and terms?

MAINE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Augusta, Maine.
39-41

.............. toJ

Universal Double Cover Milk Cooling Tanks
Require less ice
rf*
and last longer

- than old style
lined tanks.

These cooling tanks are made with solid white pine plank walls: are thoroughly
hooped and perfectly tght. Large creameries all use this kind at cooling tank. Write
for pricee on wooden tanks, watering troughs, silos, silo doors and door frame, hoops
end fixtures.
STEVENS TANK & TOWER CO. Auburn, Maine

ATTENTION FARMERS!
-

Books.

.-USE—

Cover the children's schoolbooks
with either stiff paper or cloth so
they will last the year and be In con
dition for the next In the family who
will need to use them.

FISH MEAL FOR FERTILIZER

Forming a Bad Habit.

EAST COAST FISHERIES PRODUCTS CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

He who allows himself to get Into
the habit of explaining away his fail
ures will soon find himself trying to
explain away other peoples' successes.

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.

We can furnish you this Fish Meal at a price of
$3.00 per 100-lb. bag F. O. B. Rockland, Me.
Receivers of

37-45

The world’s standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles, the
enemies of life and looks. In use since
1696. All druggists, three sizes.
Look for the name Cold Medal on every boa
and accept no imitation

Danocwor to A J. Enklaa & Ca.
,17 MAIM STREET ! I • ROCKLAND. MAINS

L. R. CAMPBELL

Attorney at Law
Bpadal Attention to Prokato Matters

CITY OF ROCKLAND

$73 MAIN STREET ! , ! ROCKLAND. ■(.

Regulation and License of Dogs and Protection
of Sheep.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Law

Every owner or keeper, on the first day of
April, of a dog more than four months old,
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
shall annimlly before the tenth day of said
April, cause it to he registered, numbered, de
*31 MAIN STREET : : ROCKLANO, ME.
scribed and licensed for one year commencing
with the first day of April aforesaid, in the Teleakanee—Offlee. 46*. House. 693-W. Ik-tf
office of the clerk of the city or town where
said dog is kept, and shall keep around its
neck a collar distinctly marked with the own
EDWARD K. GOULD
er’s name and its registered number, ami shall
pay to said clerk for a license the sum of one
dollar and fifteen cents for each male dog and
Attorney at Law
for each female dog incapable of producing
young so kept, and five dollars and fifteen
cen:s for each female tl«»g capable of producing CORNEN TILLSON AVE. eetf MAIN RTNEET
young.
Any person becoming the owner or
keeper of a dog after the first day of April
not duly licensed as herein required, shall
A. C. MOORE
within ten days after lie becomes the owner
or keeper of said dog, cause Said dog to he
described and licensed as provided above
PIANO TUNER
Every owner or keeper of dogs, kept, for breed
ing purposes may receive annually a special
With
the
Melee llutie Com May
kennel license authorizing him to keep said
dogs for said purpose, provided he keeps said •ramrwrr Ttirounx- eee.e anr.apaa
dogs within a pmper enclosure. When the
kennel license authorizing Idin to keep said
number of dogs so kept does not exceed ten.
the tee for said license shall he ten dollars and
fifteen cents; when the number of dogs so
kept exceeds ten, the fee for such license shall
BAGGAGE TRANSFER
be twenty dollars and fifteen cents, and no fees
shall he required for the dogs of such owner
BERRY’S TRANSFER
or keeper under the age of six months. Dogs
covered hy kennel license shall lie exempted
11 WINTER ST,. ROCKLAND
front the provisions of this section requiring
Telephone *08
71tf
registration, numbering, and collaring -Sec
tion 102, Chapter 4. It K.
E. R. KEENE. City Clerk.
40-tf

Taxi Cab and Carriage Service

ROCKLAND
LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
—HAS PAID—

5/2% DIVIDENDS
SINCE 1907
Shares in the 67th Series now on sale
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER

Office 407 Main Street

MOVING
3 Auto Trucks for moving
and long distance hauling of
all kinds.
We move you anywhere in
New England.
You save
Crating, Time and Money.
H. H. STOVER CO.
Tel. 219.

Union St, ROCKLAND
37tf

ROCKLAND, MAINE
A »f

Mrs. E. W. Peaslee went to Augusta
yesterday to spend the week with her
husband Dr. E. W. Peaslee, represen
tative to Legislature.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Wotton of
Friendship have been spending a few
days with Mrs. William Brazier.
Miss Teresa Montgomery returned
to Wellesley Monday.
Miss Rose Merrifield yesterday re
turned to Boston.
Eugene Wotton of Randolph was in
town last week.
Miss Hortense Wilson has returned
home after an extended visit in Port
land.
Fred Burnham is at home from
Whitinsville.
Miss Nellie Sawyer returned to Bath
Sunday to resume her teaching.
Miss Anna Dillingham of Boston is
visiting her brother Oeorge Dilling
ham. >
Mrs. J. Edwin Eldredge, Jr., returned
to Orleans, Mass., Saturday.
Mrs. J. Walter Strout left Saturday
for Sharon, Mass., where she will
spend a few weeks with her daughter.
Miss Martha Strout.
Edgar Liniken and friend Richard
Stewart of Houlton returned to Orono
Sunday.
Frank Jacobs entertained friends at
cards Saturday evening in honor of
Mrs. Earl Wilson's birthday.
The
prizes were won by Mrs. Joseph
Emery and Stanley Cushing. Refresh
ments were served.
Capt. and Mrs. Aimer Beale and son
Joseph of Machias were Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Elliot.
Capt.
Beale came to join his vessel, the Edna
Hoyt, which sails for Brunswick for
cargo.
The engagement of John J. Cunning
ham and Mrs. Lucy George of Easf
Boston is announced. Mr. Cunning
ham is a member of the Thomaston
fire'department. Mrs. George is a
former resident of Thomaston.
• • • •

Mrs. Geneva E. Wilson
On March 27 the spirit of Geneva E„
wife of Capt. Wilbur M. Wilson, was
released from its tenement of clay and
returned to the God who gave it. A
few weeks previous to her death she
was stricken with paralysis, front
which she partly recovered, hut which
finally terminated her life. Mrs. Wil
son was born Sept. 26, 1859, the daugh
ter of Capt. Oliver F. and Catherine V.
(Haupt) Morse.
She was married
Sept. 10, 1884, to Capt. Wilson. Dur
ing her earlier years she made a num
ber of voyages to foreign ports with
her parents. On the last voyage her
father died and was buried at sea. Upon
mother and daughter devolved the
navigating of the ship to its port of
destination. In June 1880 she united
with the Baptist church, remaining a
member until her death.
In later
years the sickness of her mother for a
long time claimed her attention and
strength. Faithfully and tenderly she
ministered to her comfort until the end
came. Of a social disposition, Mrs.
Wilson enjoyed her membership in the
Eastern Star and other social orders.
Life to her was real and earnest, a sa
cred trust. Besides the husband she
is survived by a daughter, Mrs.
Edwin Eldredge Jr., of Orleans, Mass.
Funeral services were held at her late
home Thursday, Rev. C. W. Turner of
Warren officiating. Many floral offer
ings attested the regard of friends.

saaM BljRpEE FURNITURE CO.■«■»>»»

PIERSON IS RECAPTURED

THOMASTON

St. George Man Again In Jail, After Being Shipwrecked
In Boat Alleged To Have Been Stolen At Rockport.

| WHAT 15ds. WILL DO!

Arthur Pierson of St. George, who es the hungry and chilly fugitive who K
caped from Knox county Jail June 27, ttepped into the highway at Pulpit B
Harbor yesterday forenoon and found R
1920, while serving a sentence for the himself confronted by Deputy Sheriff gj
larceny of Acel Trueworthy’s boat, Kalloch, equipped for man hunting. i jg
Once before they had gmet under rt
was recaptured at Nortlf Haven yeserday under circumstances
that somewhat similar circumstances only , gj
then the scene was laid at High|H
would make
a very
acceptable Island, and Pierson was making a pit -1B
thriller" for the movies.
iful attempt to escape by the use of |
Pierson has wandered pretty much two logs which he had tied together. I jj
Yesterday Pierson was weakened by gj
til over New England since he broke
iail, and his chief mistake seems to be hunger and cold, for he had eaten g
that he wandered back into Knox nothing since Saturday morning ex- ' -~
cept a few frozen cranberries, which
county.
Sunday morning the report came he found in a North Haven bog. While
from Rockport that a power and sail i picking them he saw two fishermen
boat belonging to Otis Robbins had J approaching, and thinking they were
been stolen. “Arthur Pierson, or I'm a , on his trail he ran into the woods. But
sinner,” said Deputy Sheriff Kalloch I the fishermen were on a peaceful erwhen informed of the details.
I rand, bent only on getting out early in
The officer's first act was to notify (their boats. The armed posse came
all ports which the stolen craft would later.
be apt to make and these precautions 1 Pierson made no resistance when arbore early fruit, for during the day I rested by Deputy Kalloch. The latDeputy Kalloch received a telephone I ter’s offer to buy him a meal tyas
message from North Haven that a ' spurned. "I can buy my own food,"
boat answering the description of said Pierson. A pint of peanuts and a
Robbins’ had gone ashore at Crab , can of beans is what he bought, and
he was properly hungry when the jail
tree’s Point.
Mr. Kalloch instructed his inform I in Rockland was reached.
A gale of almost hurricane strength
ant to have a searching party in read
incss and promised to be there at the was sweeping down the bay when
,
earliest possible moment.
[ Pierson left Rockport Sunday raornAn armed posse of about 12 men ing. He had thought to make Buckswas assembled, and the members of it port, but quickly changed his mind a
were duly cautious when they learned when he got out into the bay where
ss
that shells belonging to a high pow- the full strength of the gale struck his pa
ered rifle had been found in the! boat. So he headed across for the
stranded boat. It’s no trifling matter I islands, and brought up on the rocks, S
to corner an escaped prisoner, who is' lie declares that he floated ashore or
supposed to be armed with a danger- i an oil can.
ous weapon.
Pierson is now serving out his selfArthur Pierson—for that’s who it i interrupted sentence, and it Is more
proved to be—did not have a high i than probable that the grand jury will
powered rifle or any other weapon, ex- ! take steps toWard prolonging his stay
cept an axe. but there was no fight in at the Litnerock street establishment.

THE PIERCE IS SAFE

A long passage from Baltimore was
reported by the four masted schooner
M. Vivian Pierce, which arrived at
Portland Saturday, laden with 230b
tons of coal The schooner passed
out Cape Henry on March 14, and en
countered several severe gales before
anchoring on the Shoals, where she
temained for 10 days, owing to easter
ly winds
On Thursdey last the
schooner arrived off Portland, but
a southerly gale was encountered
and Capt. Cheney ran well off shore
The Pierce is a comparatively new
Thomaston built schooner.

Pillsbury Dry Goobs Co.
Thomaston
A fine new assortment of Muslin
Underwear. The prices are right.
Also nice line of Long Cloths,
Berkeley and 1-2-3 Cloth.
Nainsook in white, orchid, flesh and
Maize, and a good line of novel
ties for underwear.
Durella Cloth, Poplin, Pique and
Surfsatin for skirts and blouses.
Call and look at our Curtain Ma
terials.
Turkish Towels at pre-war prices.
Edison Re-Creation Machines and
Records.

PILLSBURY’S STUDIO
Have the kiddies photographed
today. They soon grow out of
mother’s arms, but photographs of
the children never grow up.
Taken day or evening by appoint
ment.
PHONE 33-11

CAMDEN

MILK PLANT IN CITY

Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Fitzgerald have
arrived home, after spending the win
ter with their son, Mr. and Airs. H. A.
Fitzgerald, at South Manchester, Conn.
Past High Priests’ night will be
observed at Masonic hall, Wednesday,
with work in the Royal Arch degree.
Refresthments will be served at
6.30 ami all sojourning companions are
invited.
At Lite opera house Friday evening
the Masque and Gown of Bowdoin
College will present “Stop Thief,” a
farce in three acts by Carlyle Moore.
The play will be the last entertain
ment in the course that has been
given by the Y. M. C. A. Admission
is 50 cents.
The junior circle of the Congrega
tional church meets Tuesday evening
in the Chapel.
The Philathea Club will meet in the
church parlors Wednesday evening
with
Mrs. McDermott and
Mrs.
Regnier as hostesses.
Water partly flooded the cellar of
Burkett’s bakery and the Comique
Theatre last week, causing much
damage in the bakery and rendering
the Comique useless.
The moving
pictures were held in the opera house
Saturday, but will be continued at the
Comique this week. The cause of the
overflow is undetermined.
A fire was discovered in the laundry
of I. Nee Lee about 8.30 Friday even
ing, but was quickly extinguished.
David Longman’s dry cleaning rooms
were nearly ruined by smoke and
water.
E. Frank Knowlton has gone to
Taunton, Mass., to attend'the funeral
of Capt. John G. Crowley.
Mrs. John Salisbury has returned
from Knox Hospital very much im
proved.
Mrs. W. D. Knowlton has returned
from Boston where she has been re
ceiving treatment for several weeks.
Marcus Chandler, Bowdoin College,
is spending the Easter vacation at
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Upham visted at
James Morse’s Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Philbrook of
Rockland were Sunday guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Manning.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Young of
Yarmouth are spending their vacation
with h«r parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Conant.

REQUIRES MUCH CARE
Efficiency Depends Largely on
Equipment Used.
Arrangement of Various Rooms and
Machinery Also Important—Spe
cialists Point Out Ten Points
to Be Remembered.

The construction of a city milk
plant requires careful study and plan
ning. The building represents a large
Investment, and it is important, there
fore. that the plans be carefully laid.
The efficiency of the plant depends to
a large degree upon tlie type of equip
ment used and the arrangement of the
various rooms and machinery. It is
possible for a well-arranged plant to
effect great economies In labor, while
a poorly planned plant may become a
(ontinual source of expense because of
the extra labor required. These points,
according to specialists of the United
States department of agriculture,
should be home in mind In locating a
milk plant:
1. Ease of access from as many
sides as possible.
2. Value of property.
3. Cost of getting the milk to the
plant.
4. Proximity to distribution center.
5. Advertising possibilities.
6. Opportunity for retail counter
cash trade.
7. Nearness to city water supply and
electric power.
S. Avoidance of heavy traffic sur
roundings.
9. Good drainage.
10. Pure air and clean surroundings.
Anyone contemplating building a
new plant will do well to visit various
up-to-date plants in different cities to
get the latest ideas on construction,
layout of rooms, and equipment. If
it is impossible to visit other plants,
plans and specifications sometimes can
be obtained and ideas gained from
them.
Also, he should write the
Telephone that item of news to The United States department of agricul
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of ture. Washington, D. C., for depart
ment Bulletin S49 on City Milk Plants;
-pndprs will hpp ItConstruction and Arrangement.

GRAIN PRICES
LOWER

HELP

CORN, CRACKED CORN
AND MEAL
$1.85 a bag
BEST FLOUR
a bag, $1.45

E. H. BURKETT’S
UNION, MAINE

W. P. STRONG
Watchmaker and Jeweler

24-tf

lo Let

Real Hand Painted China

TO LET—House to -rent. Inquire of E. B,
HASTINGS CO.
41-tf
TO LET—Three furnished rooms at 21 Holmes
-treet. Inquire at 41 FULTON ST.
40-43

THOMASTON, MAINE

TO LET—Furnished room.
MRS. W. S.
xENNISTON, 176 South Main Street. 41-44

Tues.-Sat.

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
The Assessors of the Town of Thomaston
hereby rives notice to all persons liable to tax
ation In said Town, that they will he in ses
sion at the Selectmen’s Office, in said Town,
on the 7th. 8th and 9th of April, from 9.00 to
11.30 A. M. and 100 to 4 00 I*. M. for the
purpose of receiving lists of the polls and
rotates taxable In said town.
All such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors true and perfect
iists of their polls and all their estates, real
and personal, not by law exempt from taxation
which they were possessed of, or which they
held as guardian, executor, administrator,
trustee or otherwise, on the first day of April.
1924, and be prepared to make oath to the
truth of the same
When estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed
bands from any camse, the executor, ad
ministrator or other persons interested, are
hereby warned to give notice of such change,
nnd In default of such notice will be held under
tlie law to pay the tax assessed although such
estate has been wholly distributed and paid
over.
Any person who neglects to comply with this
notice will be DOOMED to a tax according
to the laws of the State and be barred of the
right to make application to the Assessors or
County Commissioners for any abatement of
his taxes, unless he offers such list with his
application and satisfies them that he was un
able to offer it at the time hereby appointed
W. A HASTINGS.
E A. ANDERSON.
M E WEBBER,
Assessors
Tbontuston, Me, March 30, 1921.
39-41

TO LET—Tenement, 194 North Main Street,
all modern improvements; garden spot, fruit
trees and berry bushes. P. L. HAVENER
Tel. 226-M and 695-5.
38-tf
TO LET—Eight room flat on Main street,
all improvements
Inquire at RUBINSTEIN
BROS , 4<i4 Main 8treet.
23-tf

************ 4»
PREVENT
WOODS 5
FIRES.
t
------

5

Be sure your match Is out hefore throwing it away.
Don't throw away burning tobacco.
Choose a safe place and make
your campfire small.
Put out your fire with water
and then cover it with earth.
Don't make large brush heaps.
Choose a still tiny for burning
and plow furrows to protect
nearby woods.
BE CAREFUL WITH FIRE.

j
»
»

»
}
»
}
}
$
{
5

J
{
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HITCHING HORSES OR CATTLE
Rope Attached to an Old Cart-Wheel
Givei Animal Chance for Rang
ing Without Tangles.
The illustration shows a very good
method of tying cattle or horses so

TO LET—An upstair apartment for house
keeping, of lour rooms, unfurnished MRS C.
O. EMERY, 28 Pacific Street. Tel. 142-4
4-tf

TO LET Somebody is nteding a house or
rooms. Advertise yours in this column and
you’ll get an application Immediately.
3-tf
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
and musical Instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, dean room. Terms reasonable
.1. R ELYE. 221 Main St.. Rockland
45tf

Ue
toheirt
eWHtMIS
eiyjouare iiq^edof
AvfDWNG StATlONEKY*

Social Eng§w&g
THE COURIER-GAZET.I
ROCKLAND
MAINE

Bossy can’t entangle her hitching rope
if it is attached tc a wheel which
revolves as she moves about to graze.

that they may have free range with
out entangling their ropes.
Secure an old cart-wheel and its
axle. Set the off end of the axle in
the ground with lhe wheel UDnermost,
then tie the cow's rope to this wheel.
—Popular Science Monthly.

EYERYBODT’S COLTON

WANTED—Girl for Sheriff housework MRS
RUSSELL BARTLETT. Tel 569-M.
41-44
Advertisements in this column not to exceed
WANTED—Cook and kitchen woman at MUR
three linen inserted once for 25 cents, 4 timet
41*44
for 50 cents
Additional lines 5 cents each RAY’S CAFE, 470 Main St
for one time, 10 cents 4 • times. Six wort*
WANTED—25 or 30 foot motor boat. BOX
make a line.
39, Waldoboro, Me.
41-44

A Columbia
Graphonola

Lost and FounS
LOST -*ln Rockland or Camden, reading
glasses with aluminum bows, in black case.
A L. BURNS. 25 Sea Street Place
i*
-d

41*lt

It will furnish you music from
all the Grand Operas. You
wifi be able to entertain your
family and friends with all the
newest songs and latest dance
music. It will secure for you
the greatest pleasure today
and for many days to come.

LOST Maltese and yellow shaggy female kit
ten. Reward
ESTELLE M. HALL. 76 Park
Street
41-44
LOST Wire wheel with 36x4 Me Hr*. front
,atlto between Rockland and Camden
Notify
W. C. HOWE, tanxlen.
40-43
I LOST -Female Collie dog, white ring around
neck. Answers to the name ’Hoover.” MIKKO
JLOFMAN Box 102. R F D, Rockland. 38*41

LOST—Drown mid black hound dog. Re
ward $20. JOHN MORRIS, Spruce Head, Me
31tf

Summer Cottages and Board

and 15c a Day Pays For It

NOW is the time when people are laying
summer vacation plans
The Courier-Gazette
suggests that owners of cottage property, to let
or for sale, or accommodations for boarders,
announce the fact under this heading, where it
will be read all over New England.

Webster Player Piano
Sijeciia 55 Awith$700Bench
and Scarf complete

TO LET—To responsible parties for the sea
son of 1921, my furnished home of nine rooms,
situated on the shore of Spruce Head. MARY
T. ELWELL, Spruce Head.
41*52

0

$'1.00 Columbia Records Reduced to 59c
59 CENT RECORDS

Oh, How She Could Yacki Hacki Wicki Wacki Woo, Baritone Duet
Some Girls Do and Some Girls Don’t,—Baritone Duet,
Samuel Ash
2131 The Lovelight in Your Eyes, Tenor Solo,
My Lonely Lola Lo—Male Trio,
Sterling Trio
Al. Jolson
2224 From Here to Shanghai—Comedian,
Mississippi—Soprano Solo,
Anna Wheaton
2265 Oh, Johnny Oh, Johnny, Oh!—Soprano Solo,
Elizabeth Brice
Oh, Papa, Oh Papa—Baritone Solo,
Arthur Fields
Jocker Bros.
2292 It Wasn’t My Fault—Violin and Piano,
Mele Hula—Violin and Piano,
Jocker Bros.
Where Do We Go From Here?—Baritone Solo,
Male Quartet
The More I See of Hawaii the Better I Like New York, Tenor Solo
The Old Refrain,
Gloria Trumpeters
Lullaby,
Gloria Trumpeters
Indianola—Fox Trot,
•
Oh, You Lj La—Medley One Step,
Lala One Step—Accordion Solo,
Temperamental Rag—Accordion Solo,
You Ain’t Heard Nothing Yet—Comedian,
Al Jolson
Come On and Play With Me-—Tenor Solo,
Hickman Trio
2839 Wonderful Pal—One Step,
Nobody Knows—Fox Tret,
Art Hickman’s Orchestra
2841 Rainbow cf My Dreams—Fox Trot,
Burmese Belles—One Step,
Art Hickman’s Orchestra
Lewis James
2834 Now I Know—Tenor Solo,
All I Have Are Sunny Weather Friends—Tenor Solo,
Campbell & Burr
2845 My Love Song, My Roses and You—Tenor Solo, Chas. Harrison
Hand In Hand Again—Tenor Solo,
‘
Campbell & Burr
Columbia Band
2855 Slim Trombone,
A Cat-Astrophe,
Columbia Orchestra
2856 Cinderella—Hawaiian Guitar Duet,
Hawaiian Hours With You—Hawaiian Guitar Duet,
- 2858 Cairo—One Step.
Art Hickmans’ Orchestra
Rose Room—Fox Trot,
Art Hickman’s Orchestra
Chloe—Baritone Solo,
Al Jolson
Was There Ever a Pal Like You?—Tenor Solo,
Henry Burr
All That I Want Is You—Tenor Solo,
Henry Burr
When the Harvest Moon Is Shining—Tenor Solo,
Lewis James
2864 Just Like the Rose—Fox Trot,
Paul Biese Trio
When You’re Alone—Fox Trot,
Paul Biese Trio
Oh.
Mother.
I
’
m
Wild
—
Tenor
Solo,
2865
Jack Kaufman
Why Did You Do It?—Tenor Solo,
Jack Kaufman
Campbell & Burr
2866 Comrades—Tenor Duet,
Sweethearts—Soprano and Tenor,
2876 Buddha—Dardanella—Fox Trot,
Limehouse Nights—One Step,
2879 Ah, There—Fox Trot,
Columbia Orchestra
Fee Fi Fo Fum—One Step,
2880 Just Another Kiss—Waltz,
Paul Biese Trio
Dancing Honeymoon—Fox Trot,
Art Hickman
2883 Afghanistan—Fox Trot,
Mohammed—Fox Trot,
2885 Sunrise and You—Tenor Solo,
George Meader
I’ll Think of You When Evening Shadows Fall, George Meader
2888 We Must Have a Song To Remember—Male Quartet,
Good-night, Angeline—Male Quartet,
2891 Selections from ’ Faust”—Accordion Duet,
First Waltz—Accordion Duet,
2895 Venetian Moon—Fox Trot,
Bo* La -Bo— Fox Trot,
2906 Oriental SVars—One Step,
Bound in Morocco—Fox Trot,
.I 2907 Abe Kabibble Dictates a Letter—Recitation,
Abe Kabibble at the Ball Game—Recitation,
Hj 2910 The Crocodile—Fox Trot,
Who Wants a Baby?—Medley Fox Trot,
t; 2913
Who’ll Take the Place of Mary?—Male Quartet,
Mother’s Hands—Tenor Solo,
I 2916 In the Heart of Hawaii—Hawiian Guitar, Banjo and Ukulele,
Hawaiian Smiles—Hawaiian Guitar Duet,
■ 2317 Along the Way to Damascus—Fox Trot,
Rose of Mandalay—Fox Trot,
h 2918
Hawaiian Nights—Waltzes,
Malanai Anu Ka Makani—Hawaiian Guitar, Banjo and Ukulele,
J 2920 Shadows—Tenor Duet,
Sunshine Rose—Tenor Duet,
2925 La Veeda—Fox Trot,
Frog’s Legs—Fox Trot,
2926 Hits of Days Gone By, (Part 1)—Male Quartet,
Hits of Days Gone By, (Part 2)—Male Quartet,
2927 I’ll See You in Cuba—Fox Trot,
The Moon Shines on the Moonshine—Fox Trot,
s 2930 Sing Me to Sleep—Tenor Solo,
Ages and Ages—Tenor Solo,
2931 Karavan—Fox Trot,
Kismet—Fox Trot,
2934 My Sahara Rose—Medley Fox Trot,
Sudan—Fo* Trot,
■ 2938 Come Back to Georgia—One Step,
Take It Easy—Fox Trot,
2942 Way Down Barcelona Way—Character Song,
All the Boys Love Mary—Character Song,
a 2674
Why Do They Call Them Babies?—Character Duet,
I Always Think I’m Up In Heaven—Baritone and Tenor Duet,
2376 Kisses—Tenor Duet,
I Found the End of the Rainbow—Tenor Solo,
g 2690 On the Road to Calais—Comedian,
It’s Never Too Late To Be Sorry—Male Trio,
2699 When You Look In the Heart of a Rose—Tenor Solo,
Salvation Lassie of Mine—Tenor Solo,
2708 Full o’ Pep—Violin and Piano Duet,
Aloma—Violin and Piano Duet,
2713 Wait and See—Tenor and Contralto Duet,
Seme Day I’ll Make You Glad—Male Trio,
2722 Egyptland—Fox Trot,
Mummy Mine—Medley Fox Trot,
J 2726 Eyes That Say I Love You—Tenor Duet,
When the Bees Make Honey Down in Sunny Alabam—Tenor Duet,
2727 Heart-Breaking Baby Doll—Tenor Solo,
Frenchy Come To Yankee Land—Baritone Solo,
'Z 2728 Turkestan—Male Quartet,
Idol (Just Let Me Worship You)—Tenor Duet,
j| 2729 Before I Grew Up To Love You—Tenor Solo,
Somebody’s Waiting For Someone—Tenor Duet,
2732 Anything Is Nice If It Comes From Dixieland—Character Song,
You Can’t Blame the Girlies At All—Baritone Solo,
2741 Tears <Of Love)—Medley One Step,
Yama Yama Blues—Medley Fox Trot,
y 2744 I’m Going to Climb the Blueridge Mountains Back To You—
Tenor Duet,
Friends—Male Trio,
= 2749 The Music of Wedding Chimes—Male Quartet,
Dear Old Sue—Tenor Solo,
CO 2754 How Can You Say Good-bye?—Tenor Duet,
My Little Sunshine—Tenor Solo,
2755 My Sugar-Coated Chocolate Boy—Tenor Duet,
My Swanee Home—Male Trio,
§ 2777 Chinese Lullaby,
Columbia Orchestra
“Chacone,”
Columbia Orchestra
2787 Who Played Poker With Pocahontas?—Comedian,
Al Jolson
Alexander’s Band Is Back In Dixieland—Character Song,
2817 Chinese Lullaby—Fox Trot,
Only—Fox Trot,
Hg 2825 Lassus Trombone,
Columbia Band
Miss Trombone,
Columbia band
U 2830 Among the Whispering Pines—Tenor Solo,
Jbst For Me and Mary—Tenor Solo,
— 2831 Smile Dear—Tenor Solo,
J
Not In a Thousand Years—Tenor Solo,
2043

WANTED—Get bnsy. Keep busy. Is your
Job unsafe? Is It permanent? You want a
life-long business. You can get Into such a
business selling more than 137 Watkins pro
ducts direo* to fanners if you own auto or team
or can get one; if you are under SO and can
give bond with personal sureties We back you
with big selling helps. 52 years in business,
20.000.000 users of our products. Write for
information where you can get territory. J. R
WATKINS CO.. Department 111. Winona, Minn
____________________________________ 41*44
WANTED The Courier-Gazette neede the
help of a young woman in its newspaper de
partment. One of some office experience pre
ferred. As proof-reading and similar work will
need to be done, a knowledge of correct spell
ing and good English is essential Some ac
quaintance with stenography will also he valu
able Should he resident of Rockland. To the
right person who is in earnest and not afraid
of work Ijere is opportunity to make herself a
desirable Splace at good salary. Communicate
with MR. FULLER.
39-tf
WANTED—A capable woman for general
housework In family of two adults. Must be
good plain cook
Laundry out If preferred.
Good wages. Apply by letter or call personally
between 3 to 5 p m
MRS. A D BIRD. 40
Camden Street.
40-tf
WANTED—Young men, women, over 17 for
Postal Mail Service; $120 month. Examinations
April. Experience unnecessary. For free par
ticulars of instruction, write J. LEONARD,
(Former Civil Service examiner), 1057 Kquitable Bldg., Washington, D. C.
40*42

FOR SALE—Summer cottage at Crescent
WANTED -Paper hanger
Apply at G B
‘
4|-44
Beach, 5 rooms, hot and cold water, hath BLOOMS, 60 Willow St, City.
room, nice cellar. Bargain if sold at once
WANTED—Young man, 24, wants position for
KNOX REAL ESTATE CO. Tel. 376-M. 299
spring and summer months. CHARLES L
Main Street.
36-tf
COLLINS, 155 Pleasant St . City. Tel. 592-21
_______________________ ____________ 40*43
Miscellaneous
WANTED—Five hundred Angora cats and
kittens, any colors. DELIA YORK. Ill Pleas
SELL—Oil, Grease, Paint, Specialties All or ant St., Rockland, Me.
38*41
part lime. Commission basis Should have car
or rig. Samples free. Write for the attrac ..
—Washing and Ironing
MRS
38-41
tive terms RIVERSIDE REFINING CO., Cleve HART, 25 Knott St, Rockland
land, Ohio.
41*lt
WANTED—An experienced maid for general
g
EMBROIDERY AND KN ITT I NG-Orders ta- housework; no washing or ironing; must be
s i ken for all kinds of Fancy Needle Work Leave able to do iflain cooking; wages $10 Address
E orders nt Carinl’s Fruit Store or AGAT1NA MRS FRANK HOWARD, 22 Eastern Promenade,
Portland. Me
Tel. 742
38-41
g'PIDKONE, 10 Maverick Street.
41-44

WANTED To buy large sloop auxiliary; also
RENEW OR SUBSCRIBE—For The Ladies’
Home Journal, 12 issues, $2; Saturday Evening
P°wer boat. Address, state lowest price
38*41
I Post. 52 issues, $2 50 ; The Country Gentleman, 1 P. JORDAN, Harboraide, Me.
,52 issues. $1; with FRED E HARDEN. RockWANTED- Middle aged woman for house
I land, Maine. Phone 35-3
41*44
keeper J H MELVIN. 21 Gay Si Tel. 624-M
NOTICE My wife Irene Tibbetts having left
______________ _____________________ 38-41
Hi I my bed and board, this Is to give notice that I
WANTED We wish to purchase a second
^31 shall pay no bills of her contracting. Rock
hand
piano for a special purpose. Will pay
land, April 5, 1921. ORRIN A. TIBBETTS
cash
or exchange player piano or victroia
41*43
Phone or write, giving name of maker and ap
FISHERMAN NOTICE 100 new bait pockets proximate age. etc. MAINE MUSIC CO Tel
38-tf
for sale at 7Vi cents each C. 0. D. Orders 708 Rockland
taken for pockets and heads
CHARLES L.
WANTED
—
Boy
15
or
16
years
of
age
to
COLLINS. 155 Pleasant St., City. Tel 592-21.
make himself useful around house. Apply to
40*44
JOHN MORRIS, Spruce Head, Maine
37-tf
H=
GET YOUR LAWN MOWER SHARPENED
WANTED—Competent stenographer at once
NOW And have them all ready tor use. We
37-1 f
§ call for them and grind them all nice on a Apply to PENOBSCOT FISH CO.
a power sharpener, and deliver.
ROCKLAND
WANTED—Your property to sell.
I have
HARDWARE CO.
40-tf
customers for all kinds of property.
R. U.
Real Estate and Insurance, 375 .Main
•Is Future Punishment Everlasting?” and COLLINS,
Street.
Tel
77.
33.
tf
pamphlets on similar subjects sent free on re
quest. Mrs L. O. Packard, 68 Warren Street,
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
Needham, Mass
40*43
and female. Highest price® paid
JOHN S
15tf
HOUSEWIVES—We do your home cleaning; RANLFTT. Rockville, Me Tel. 352-14.
also lawns and gardens cared for.
Postal to
WANTED*— Second hand sails. Highest price®
EVERETT B. GRAY. 100 Union St.
39*42
paid for heavy or light sails. W. F TIB
BETTS, Sailmaker, 61 Front SL Tel. 225-B.
CHIMNEY SWEEPING—Banking boards and Tel,
residnece 775-W.
g$.if
outside windows removed; jolrfiing of anv kind
A postcard will do. CHARLES BLAKE, 12 Gay
WANTED—Chefs, cooks, waitresses, oh am
Street Place.
38*41
ber > maids, laundresses, general and kltctaeo
Our Corsetierre, Mrs Phosa Howard, who Is workers, etc. Telephone or call, except between
12 and 2 and 6 and 7. MRS HAWLEY, 78S
a 192) graduate of the Gossard College of Sci High
St., Bath, Me. Tel. 725
100-tf
entific F’»ing. will give a conet talk to anv
woman interested, or otherwise, who cares to
inquire in the department for her. Expert ad
vice and assistance is cordially extended to all
For Sale
our patrons. FULLER-UOBB-DAVIS.
36-44
FOR
SALEFarm
for quick sale; a good
WALL PAPER We have had a line of
samples sent us, from which to take orders ohe. Orchard; all good hay; finely located
K
A
MATTHEWS,
Union,
Me
41*44
Mr. Albert Peterson, in the Carpet Department,
will be pleased to show them and take orders
FOR
SALE
—
Two
nice
cows,
one
coming*
In
FULLER COBB- April 8, and the other one April 15. MRS
If you make a selection.
DAVIS
35-tf
FRED BOULLION, 115 Main St., Rockland
SILK REMNANTS—For fancy work, quilts
|| pillow tops, portieres, etc. For 25 cents will
FOR SALE—RABBITS—One black Flemish
mail large package of assorted colors. HOME
Giant, female, cost $12, $2. bred. White er
SILK WORKS. Box 427, Rockland. Me. 35*42
g
mine and white Angora females 50c each ; babv
SPECIAL NOTICE—Don’t throw your old rabbits 25c each
MRS YORK. Ill Pleasant
fs clothes
away We do all kinds of remodeling, St., Rockland
40*43
tailoring, cleaning, pressing and dyeing. Good
service and lowest prices
M. TEPPER, 49
FOR SALE—Rasiherry bushes, strawberry
Tillson Ave. Wo buy and sell second hand and cabbage plants
WALTER CURRIER. 32
clothes.
35*46
Green St., Thomaston. Tel. 13-2
40-43
GET YOUR WOOD SAWED while the ma
FOR SALE—5 h. p. Mlanus engine, 3 fan
chine is down town. Later in the season we propeller, shaft and reverse gear; all in good
will be busy on the farm. E. L FASSETT & condition BUTLER A COOK. Green St., Thom
SON. Tel. 23-12.
34-41
aston. Maine
39-42
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
FOR SALE—Sch. George W. Collins, 86 tons;
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mail or capacity 80m lumber; good running order
ders solicited HELEN C RHODES
18-tf Apply to CAPT. CHAS. PATTERSON, 57 Mave38-tf
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office and nck St , Rockland. Tel 63-11.
examine styles If you already have a plate
FOR SALE—Early cabbage and tomato plants,
bring it in and let us print vou cards In lates> ready In May Parties wishing to contract for
size THE COURIER GAZETTE
3-tf
a quantity, see L. E. CLARK, 1 Lake Avenue
'
38*41
DENTAL NOTICE—I wislt to announce that City. Phone 321-1.
I am now in my office every day. DR. J H
FOR SALJ—Two story house, barn, orchard,
DAMON, Dentist. Telephone 593-R
10-tf
hardwood floors, hot water heat, bathroom,
Amsbury Hill, Rockpon. Excellent lo
WHEN IN BOSTON—Every issue of The $2800.
fine view of bay Would sell furniture
Courier-Gazette is on rale by the Old South cation.
Inquire
of EDW. MERRIAM. Rockport, Maine
News Co.. Washington St , opposite foot of
32*47
School
Call around and get a copy of the
paper with the home news.
23-tf
FOR SALE—Fish weir, situated at Wheeler's
Bay With seine, two dorys and all materials
Price $200.
FREEMAN ELWELL, Spruce
Ikad____________
38*41
For Sale

I

FOR SALE—15 acre farm, 6 room house, barn
and hen house, all in good repair; 11^ miles
from Rockland Apply KNOX REAL ESTATE
CO, 299 Main St., Rockland
41-tt

FOR SALE—Nine room house with all mod
ern improvements, on corner lot at 38 Crescent
Street. Terms reasonable TEL during day
^98-M, or call evenings 361-M. MRS. CLIFT0N38*41

FOR SALE—One piano box buggy with „ F?.R SALE—storey house at 5 Hall Lane.
Inquire of 0. B. CREAMER 17
cushion tires, run less than 500 miles, is In first Rockland
39*42
class order Worth double price asked. Call at Knowlton St , Camden.
W. H. CLOUGH’S, Rockville. ’
39-42
FOR SALE—One Smyrna rug, 36x72; one
FOR SALE—AT A BARGAIN—One Lowell velvet tapestry rug 30x60; one arm chair and
table, all in good condition^.
2
Vulcanizer, 3 cavity size, takes all sizes from
38*41
3 inch to 3H inch straight; bead moulds to fit CLAREMONT ST , Rockland.
both clincher and straight end tires; one grinder
FOR SALE—Litter of Airdale pups, 2V4
and buffer, with wheels; one weaver tire months old, thoroughbreds, not mutts
Speak
changer and one tire spreader; one tire pump Quick, y. C. KALLOCH, Warren.
38-41
and tank for free air service; a lot of piping;
FOR SALE—-Dodge commercial truck, 1919
air bags, all sizes. Repair material, such as
fabric, tread, rubber, cushion stock, cement first class condition. Call at RUBENSTEIN
35-tf
stock for building up; tube stock and every BROS , 404 Main Street
thing to start a good repair shop. W. H.
FOR SALE—On island of Matinicua, 7 room
CLOUGH, Rockville.
39-42
semi bungalow with bam, 25 acres of land
FOR SALE—New and second hand furniture half tillage, half wood, 1000 feet shore front
at B L. RYDER’S, Pleasant St., Rockport. 19-tf Ideal place for summer home; building In good
repair Apply to KNOX REAL ESTATE CO
299 Main St
Tel. 376-M.
33-tf
FOR SALE—All kinds-of real estate. A spe
Eggs and Chicks
cial bargain—home and 6 acres of land, on
car line, in city ROBERT U COLLINS, Real
Estate and Insurance. Tel. 77.
32-tf
FOR SALE—Strip of land running from the
town road to Georges river. Beautiful loca
tion for summer cottage. Boating, fishing and
bathing facilities.
Inquire MISS EVA K
TORREY, Tenant’s Harbor.
32*tf
FOR SALE—J. H. Flint homestead at 29
Franklin street, double lot, 9-rooui house, slated
roof, hath, electric light.,, cemented cellar, fur
nace heat, bam. woodshed, carriage house, henpen HASRY M FLINT, at Flint's Market, 263
Main street.
31,,

FOR SALE—FARM—150 acre farm, 2 story
house of 12 rooms, good repair, nice cellar.
175 fruit trees, large barn 30x70, 3 hen houses;
wood for home tise; strawberry plants. For
terms apply to KNOX REAL ESTATE CO., 2«!»
Main St. Tel. 276 M. Offlce hours, 9-12, 1-5.
FOR SALE—White Pekin duck eggs, from 6-9.
-i
28-tf- •
well-bred, free-range, unrelated stock. 15 cents
each; ducklings later. Address MRS. FRED
FOR SALE—Double tenement house, 28 and 8*
ERICK MUNROE, South Thomaston. Me. 40-43 Masonic St., with extra lot of land on Grace
Will sell together. Apply to B. D
HATCHING EGGS—From two year old S. C. Street
375 Main St, Bockland, or MRS. B.
W. Leghorns that in their pullet year showed COLLINS.
KELLET.
Fatrfleid. Maine.
79.tf
a net profit of $7.64 each A. H. NEWBERT
92 North Main St. Tel. 27-3.
39*42
FOR SALE—Dellcioua sweet cider, fresh every
day from choice apples Delivered anywhere
Send in your orders this very day,
Drop me a card
JAMES H. SIMONTON
For BABY CHICKS the middle of May,
Rockland. R F T»
129-tf
That’s on the road coming this way,
Wh^ch within six months will commence to lay,
FOR SALE—The Nelson farm at Northport
And if you want the best breed that treads,
25 acres and 6 acres of young growth; plenty
Just put your cash Into Rhode Island Reds. of wood.
Splendid situation for a summer
C E WARD,
home. Address DICKEY-KNOWLTON CO . Bel38-49
South Thomaston, Me.
fast. Me
ee„
FOR SALE—White Wyandotte Eggs for set
FOR SALE Two 25 h. p. gasoline engines
ting
1 have been breeding up from two of These engines, one of them In food shape, but
the winning pens of the Nat. Contests and both In good ntnning order. Will sell either
have a pen that averaged 66*^ for the months
lrad,‘ C*» be seen at my
of Dec and Jan. last year As two year olds null. The reason“ of
sale la that I am going
they are doing line
Price $1.50 per setting.
Ytf
Can furnish a few settings from pullets, from littlehale" mot°™ ,or «rlndl,,«hens with records of 202 to 272, headed by
sons of "College Queen,” record 308. Price $2
N0.Tl£.E—B Fillmore is authorised to repper setting. J. P. SPALDING, South Thomas resent The Courier-Gazette In Knox county and
to receipt for money paid on new and old sub
ton, Me.
38-42
scriptions
iM.tr
FOR SALE—Full blooded single comb R. I.
Red Cockbird, raised from selected eggs, Har
FOR SALE—House, stable and five acres of
old Tompkins strain. V. P. HALL, Rockland,
in Warren. Inquire of K. F.
WIGHT, Warren, Me.
2«-tf
Me.
’
38-41

FOR SALE—Ancona hatching eggs, from fa
mous Sheppard strain. E. H. SEEKINS. But
termilk Lan?, off Thomaston car Mne, or P. O.
Box 32, Rockland, Me
41*52

FOR SALE—Eggs for hatching, from pure
FOR SALE—Hand picked apples, by bushel
bred single comb R. I. Reds; also day old or barrel. Call DR DAMONS OFFICE. 2«-tf
chicks May 10-28. W A. RIPLEY, Rockland.
FOR SALE—Farm, stock and tools, with re
Tel. 594-W.
38-tf
tail milk route. RALPH L. MILLER, Camden.
EGGS—For hatching from a nice laying strain
28*43
of R I Reds, $1.00 per setting. Telephone
FOR SALE—The Isaac Jameson homestead*
579-W. W. T DUNCAN.
39*46
opposite Oakland Park oar station. The farm
about 38 acres. Splendid pasture and
Those small ads In The Courier- contains
quantities of berries. Wood for home use.
Gazette are read by every body. That Orchard of 49 trees, mostly all winter ?TUit.
is why they are so popular and See GEORGE K. JAMESON for terms, just
serosa the road, or write Rockland, R. F. D,
effective.
122 G.

S Burpee Furniture Company
ROCKLAND, MAINE
. ..... ,,

I

41*44

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 5, 1921.

In Social Circles
In addl.ton lo neraonil notes recordlni de
parture! >nd arrlTilt. this department especial
ly desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will ue gladly received.
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PEOPLE OF OUR TOWN

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

OF THE

TELEPHONE ............................................. 770

The Women's Auxiliary of Knox
Hospital will neet at the nurses’
home on Maple street, Wednesday
p. m. at 2.30, to sew.

Mrs. Annie Alexander who has been
spending the winter with Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Dennison, has gone to Brook
lyn, called by the illness of her sisterin-law.
Miss Mabel Spear chief operator of
the Fortland telephone exchange, was
an over Sunday visitor at her former
home In this city.

Members of the Kalloch class of
the First Baptist Sunday school will
meet at the . parsonage Thursday
evening.
Vesper A. Leach is on a trip to Bos
ton and New York, surveying the
cloak markets.
*

Miss Frankie Webster and Miss
Madeline Bird returned to the U. of M.
Saturday.

Frank St. Clair is at home
Bowdoin for a few days.

SPECIAL WAISTS
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Crepe de Chines in Flesh and White,
Georgette in Bisque, Harding Blue,
Flesh and White.

$2.95, $3.95;

{$5 each
1

Mrs. H. H. Howard has returned
from a visit at Winslow’s Mills.
Fred Robbins returned Saturday
from a business trip to Boston.
William Beaton has returned from
Portland for a month’s vacation.

Kenneth Whitehouse, who has been
the guest of his mother, Mrs. Helen
Whitehouse, Crescent street, has re
turned to Lincoln Academy.
The Elks ladies night Thursday will
be the last of the season.

Friends and neighbors to the num
ber of 16 surprised Miss Ruth Vinal
Friday night, the event ending in a
utility shower. The greatest surprise
of the evening was the opening of a
basket, the contents being presented
by the April Fool Club. Vocal and in
strumental music was greatly enjoyed
and refreshments were served. The
only roan present was
"Stealthy
Bteve.”
Luther L. Smith is spending a few
days in Bostc.i.

The Congregational Women's Mis
sionary Society will meet Wednesday
al 3 o’clock with Mrs. Rounds.

Mrs. Mildred Tibbetts is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Andrew Gavette, at Leeds
Center.

E. Sherman Rich and Mrs. Charles
Rich leave tonight for. Norfolk, Va.,
Mr. Rich will go as assistant engineer
on the S. S. Lake Francis, of which his
father is captain.

Mrs. F. M. Sprague is spending a
few days at her former home in Port
land.
_______
•
Mrs. Cordelia Murray and William
Bishop left for Boston. Monday, for a
week's outing. They will make head
quarters at the Tourainc.
Miss Hazel Reed returned to Ban
gor Monday, after a week’s visit with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Reed
of this efty. She has filled the posi
tion of cashier at Liggett’s pharmacy
in that city for the past five years.

The ladies of the Littlefield Memor
ial Church will meet in the vestry
Wednesday afternoon and evening for
work. Members are urged to be pres
ent in the evening for election of offi
cers.

The board of managers for the Home
for Aged Women will meet with Miss
Lucy Farwell Thursday afternoon at
2.30.

The Chapin Class will meet at the
Universalist parlors Wednesday even
ing at 7.30, following the circle supper
The regular meeting of the Woman’s
Auxiliary to Winslow-Holbrook Post
Will be held Wednesday evening at 7
o'clock in the Post rooms.

Mrs. George M. Simmons enter
tained the Monday Auction Club at the
Country Club yesterday. The prize
Was won by Mrs. N. F. Cobb. A de
licious chicken supper was served byMrs. Williams.
I*
Mrs. Lawrence Perry who has been
making her home in Boston since early
last fall, arrived home last night. Mr.
Perry comes next week.
Miss Martha Bartlett entertained 11
friends at the Country Club Saturday
afternoon.

Mrs. Fred Gregory and daughter
Martha, Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Philbrook
and niece. Miss Dorothy Ripley have
returned from Lynn, where they vis
ited Mrs. Gregory's daughter, Mrs.
Orrie Tolman.

Mrs. Adriel U. Bird arrived home
Saturday from a month’s visit in New
York.
There will be dancing at the Cbuntry
Club Friday evening.

The World Wide Guild will meet
with Mra. Ralph Chaples. Brewster
street, Thursday evening. Come pre
pared to sew, the committee says.

The Universalist Ladies Circle will
meet Wednesday afternoon.
Supper
will be served at the usual time, 6.30.
The housekeepers are Mrs. Abbie
Campbell, Mrs. Annabelle Berry, Mrs.
Lydia Gregory, Mrs. Adelaide Butman,
Mrs. Sarah Glover, Mrs. Alice Knight.
Mrs. Ida Maxey, Miss Ellen Cochran
and Miss Josie Thorndike.

MARCH 7, 1921.
E. D. SPEAR, Treasurer

F. W. FULLER, Prosidcnt

Exceptional Values

A. B. BLACKINGTON, Assistant Treasurer

A new lot of Tailored Waists of
Lawn and Dimity in plain and com
bination of colors.

DIRECTORS

N. F. COBB

F. W. FULLER

R. K. SNOW

E. D. SPEAR

A. L. ORNE

C. S. ROBBINS

M. E. WOTTON

BALCONY—WAIST DEPARTMENT
ORGANIZED APRIL 18, 1868.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

from

Members of the Tippecanoe Club
and their husbands were very pleas
antly entertained at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred H. Ward, Saturday
evening, the occasion being Mrs.
Ward’s birthday. Cards and dancing
featured the evening. Langtry proving
a star prompter for the waltz quad
rille. Welsh rabbit, olives, fancy cake,
including a birthday cake, cocoa, candy
and oranges were served. Mrs. Ward
received many nice gifts. Those pres
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Langtry Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Carr, Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Small, Mr.' and Mrs. Etpile
Coombs, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Haraden, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ward.

Rockland Savings Bank

THIS WEEK WE OFFER A LOT OF

The annual meeting of the Methebcsec Club, held with Mrs. Georgia
Glover. Talbot Avenue, Friday after
noon, closed a pleasant and profitable
season which has been devoted to the
study of "Belgium.”
These oiilcers
were elected:
President, Mrs. Ruth
Ellingwood; vice president. Mrs. Ada
Blackington; secretary, Mrs. Mary
Cooper; treasurer, Mrs. Emma Shaw;
directors. Mrs. Mabel Crie and Mrs.
Viola Garland; auditor. Mrs. Elizabeth
Nash; outing committee, Mrs. Fiske,
Miss Holbrook, Mrs. Garland, Mrs.
Gardner and Mrs. Cooper. Mrs. Georgia
Glover read a most excellent paper on
"Famous Belgian Women.” and Mrs.
Mary P. Rich gave a very interesting
talk on "Belgium’s Outlook.”
Mrs.
Cooper, the retiring president, then
presented the gavel to Mrs. Elling
wood, the new president, who in ac
cepting the chair made a neat little
speech, thanking the members for the
honor conferred upon her and asking
for a continuance of the hearty sup-

port given to all previous occupants of
the offlce. Mrs. Ellngwood as presi
dent will represent the club at the
State Federation at Castine in the fall.
Mrs. Rich was chosen delegate, with
Mrs. Cooper as alternate. At the con
clusion of the busineet meeting, the
members were invited into he dining
room where a elicious luncheon was
served by the hostess.
The color
scheme of gren and white—the club
colors—was effectively carried out in
the able decorations by a pleasing ar
rangement of broad ribbons with a
centerpiece of Easter lilies.
Mrs.
Henry A. Reuter sent from Jamaica
Plain a large box of assorted choco
lates, which was much enjoyed. Dur
ing the season the club has contributed
to the Near East Relief, to the Maine
George Washingon Memorial AssociaInstitution for the Blind, ajid the
tion, and has donated to the Public
Library Brand Whitlock’s “Belgium”
in two volumes; "Literar Hearthstones
of Dixie,” by Mrs. General Pickett;
and "Chemical Research,” by Edward
Slosson.

"Black Beauty," known and loved for forty year* in every
part of the world where books are read, has come to life,
and will soon be seen in high-class theaters all over the
country.
The wonderful horse whose autobiography was recorded
by Anna Sewell, to delight many million of readers in
every civilized country on the globe, is to be seen in action.
His life, through all its changing phases of playful coltbood,
early pleasures, trials and fears; its contact with the lives of
other horses and of human beings; its hardships, dangers
and triumphs—all these are unfolded on the motion-picture
screen.
The screen version of “Black Beauty” is all that the book
was—and more. Every bit of the story has been told, and
additional thrilli have been interpolated. “Black Beauty”
is a story of human beings, as well as of horses.

In the film version a thrilling and romantic drama has
been woven about the human beings, and in many phases of
this “Black Beauty” participates without being aware of its
nature, and of the big part he is playing. The race icene,
in which “Black Beauty” saves the day, provides one of the
greatest screen thrills ever filmed.
Jean Paige, in the leading role of "Jessie Gordon," ia a
sweet, appealing heroine, and her portrayal will long ba
remembered in this unusual Vitagraph production.

What The New York Newspaper
Critics Said About “Black Beauty”
“It is a far better product than the book itself, and it is prob
able that Anna Sewell would say as much. Must be considered
as one of the fine pieces of motion picture work of the season.
A picture play deserving: of large patronage and long life.”—
New York Morning World.
“Charm and good taste—the production and direction teem
with them. ‘Black Beauty’ is the sort of wholesome entertain
ment that builds sturdy tissue in the interesting picture in
dustry.”—New York American.
“Right after two weeks’ run of ‘The Eid’ the Strand Theatre
presents this week ‘Black Beauty’—another of the best pictures
of the season. The picture is so refreshing in its atmosphere,
so kind in its message and so clean in its purpose that it cannot
fail to captivate the hearts of motion picture patrons.”—New.
York Morning Telegraph.

“The presence of the various stable characters makes this
picture one of the alluring novelties of the season. A very
attractive production which, in the immortal words of any
clothing advertisement, is ‘fitted to customers of all ages.’ ”—
New York Herald.
“It’s a job to be proud of, I think, having made ‘Black Beauty’
into a picture which will please infant and adult, a job which so
easily might have been badly done, but is not. At the Strand
there were hosts of unnaturally quite little boys marshalled in
to see it. They thought it was ‘great stuff.*”—New York
Daily News.

“A picture that will attract thousands of animal lovers to the
Strand this week. The film version of this tale follows the
book closely.”—New York Journal of Commerce.
i

“So skilfully has Vitagraph told this story on the screen that
to many it will seem even better than the book itself.”—New
York Evening Telegram.
“As a picture it is indeed a novelty for which the producers
deserve more than the usual credit.”—New York Globe.

“On the silver sheet ‘Black Beauty* is in many respects a re
markable picture. There are thrills aplenty likewise, the race
for the train in the final scene being one of the best filmings of
its kind the motion picture world has produced, with a succes
sion of sensational riding feats. Jean Paige has an appealing
beauty. She screens and plays extremely well. Her support
ing cast is of the best”—New York Evening MaiL
“One of the unique offerings of the season is ‘Black Beauty,’
which atones for many a vampire-laden blight of the past It’s
a relief to meet with actors who aren’t always trying to reg
ister. Jean Paige leads the human battalion and does it as ohe
to the manner and the saddle born.”—New York Evening Sun.

“‘Black Beauty* scores. There is an excellent race to climax
the story,”—New York Journal-

The Trouble Collector figures that
Everybody Is trying to Put Something
Over on nim and so goes Around with
his Suspicious Mind hunting Trouble
and Always Finding It. In a World
so full of Everything, we can General
ly find '••hat we are Looking for,
whether Joy. or Sorrow.

LIABILITIES
.$2,280,442
54,850
43,781
185

Reserve Fund ...
Undivided Profits
Other Liabilities .

$2,379,260 04

“HUNGER STRIKE” NOT NEW
i

60
OO
69
75

--------------

Was Successfully Employed as Far
Back as the Days of the Early
Roman Empire.

The hunger strike, as a means to
Knitting one's end, is not a modern In
stitution. Like so many oilier things
thin relate to personal and natlonul
conduct. It becomes necessary to hark
back to the old Romans to hud an in
stance of where it wax successfully
employed.
It was In 6 B. C. anil Tiberius, the
famous general of Emperor Augustus,
was the man who put It over with a
dispatch that would have brought
praises from moderns.
Tiberius was a man of dignity and
Spirit, who represented traditional
conservatism.
He was married to
Julia, daughter of Augustus, widow
of Agrippa, by whom sh'e had five chil
dren, among them Calus. who figures
In this tale. She was given to that
luxurious life which was feared by
the philosophers aud legislators of the
time.
While Tiberius was engaged In the
campaign against the Germans, Julia
commenced to cut up with a young
aristocrat, Sempronlus Gracchus. Au
gustus had, 12 years previously,
made a law which Just fitted her case
and under which she later was ex
iled.
Julia not only continued her lax
career, but also started on outliulng
a political career for Calus, then
fourteen years old. It was In direct
opposition to the alms of her husband
that she started a campaign to have
Calus appointed pro-consul and she
worked her propaganda so well that
Augustus was finally compelled to
heed the popular clamor. Augustus
knew at the time that this would be
offensive to Tiberius, but thought he
might smooth It over by giving
Tiberius trlbunlclau powers afid charg
ing him with subduing a revolt In Ar
menia.
That Is where Tiberius balked. He
looked upon the whole huslness as an
Insult aud demanded permission to re
tire to private life.
This caused a
clash with Augustus. It was then
Tiberius threatened to let himself die
of hunger. Augustus remained firm
for a while, but being unfamiliar with
the length of time a human being
might go without food, probably not
having heard of the 40-day fast by
Moses, he yielded at the end of the
fourth dny of Tiberius' fast. After
the senate had granted the permission.
Tiberius took hts departure for Italy
and remained In exile for several
years.
Alaska Pleasant Dwelling Place.
Popular conception of Alaska as a
place of snow and Ice and almost end
less winter Is upset by Andrew J.
Stone, a writer In the Century, who In
describing a stroll through a woodland
path, says “we waded knee-deep
through lupin beds, over acres of bryonthus. buttercups, forget-me-nots, vio
lets, bluebells, gentians, geums, asters
and golden rod."
The writer speaks of ferns six feet
high and of immense forests whose
trees rear 100 feet high and three
feet In diameter, and the general ap
pearance of a tropic jungle rather
than a wooded area surrounded by
glaciers. The popular conception was
gained, he explained, by a deliberate
propaganda given birth to by the fur
companies who 30 years and more ago
were not at all anxious to have outside
competition In a game that was bring
ing them Immense fortunes. The mere
fact that the furs themselves came
from animals known to love cold
helped spread this propaganda, and It
was not.untll the gold rush that stories
of the real climate and agricultural
possibilities began to trickle Into the
States.

Arrangements are being made to
observe Clean-Up Week, commencing
April 18.
Patrick Sweeney, chief officer of the
freight steamship Stephen R. Jones, is
at his Rockland home, after a voyage
to Chili. Mr. Sweeney has been in
this ship seven months.
Fred C. Black and Henry B. Bird
attended the big meeting of the Maine
Canners* Association in Portland list
week. A representative of the Grow
eis' Association was present and to
him was communicated the packers’
offer of three cents a pound for tut
corti this season. This is a reduction
from list year, found necessary by
the radical cut w hich has been made
in the price of the cancers products
The raw materia! must neceassiarly
be bought more cheaply if it is to be
packed at all, say the manufactures,
the majority of whom have already
offered the 3-cent price. Indications
point to a smal pack this season.

RESOURCES
United States Bonds.......................................
Public Funds of Maine..................................
Public Funds out of Maine..........................
Railroad Bonds of Maine.............................
Railroad Bonds out of Maine......................
Corporation Bonds of Maine......................
Corporation Bonds out of Maine..........
Railroad Stock of Maine.............................
Railroad Stock out of Maine......................
Corporation Stock of Maine......................
Corporation Stock out of Maine.................
National Bank Stock of Maine....................
Other Bank Stock of Maine........................
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate..........
Loans on Collateral.............................
Loans to Corporations..................................
Real Estate Investment...............................
Furniture and Fixtures..................................
Liberty Loan Accounts for Customers . . .
Cash on Deposit..............................................
Cash on Hand................................................
Other Resources (Bank Acceptances) . .

.$ 405,834
207,332
162,500
233,852
.
550,882
265,565
. . . 110,440
98,250
18,300
21,451
25
58,675
9,836
105,724
63,928
15,468
9,000
5,000
328
18,061
3,805
15,000

19
50
OO
50
06
90
00
00
OO
00
00
00
00
51
36
00
00
00
63
15
24
00

$2,379,260 04
FRANK L. PALMER,
Bank Commissioner.

BALLAD OF BAY OF BISCAY

PILLOWS

“For Four Long Days We’ve Stood
the Gaff," Writes Sailor in
Rhyming Log.

....... The same careful housekeeper who insists upon laundering her bed

Capt. Frank Rufus Pendleton, first
linen at regular intervals, sometimes overlooks the pillows. Whereas, to
offleer of the freight steamer Andra,
sanitation and hygiene, pillows should be cleaned just as regular.
is handy with the pen and finds it
Send your pillows to this well-equipped laundry—in a few days
easy to keep the log in rhyme. In
they will be returned fresh and sweet. The coverings scrupulously clean,
a letter to his place In Belfnst, Me.,
feathers white, fluffy and absolutely sterile.
he thus-describes the Andra's passage
Don’t forget that we call for Collars and Shirts. The work is of the
ucross the Bay of Biscay, according
best. We know how.
to a Bangor (Me.) dispatch to the
New York World.
“The Bay of Biscay's on the bum.
Old Neptune lie is full of rum, and
MAIN STREET, CORNER WILLOW
we are sorry to have come into the
Bay of Biscay. We're nearly full of
Biscay brine; we swallow quarts from
time to time; I think we’re pickled
for ill time with salty, bitter Biscay.
“The skipper at tlie clouds does
stare; he jumps around and tears hts
hair, and says 'twould make an angel
swear, this------ old Bay of Biscay. The
chief looks o’er his bunkers sharp,
aud says that It would be no lark if
coal should full short on this ark, in
:::TODAY:::
this old Bay of Biscay. Five passen
DUSTIN
FARNUM
in "BIG HAPPINESS”
gers are with us here, and they have
given up, I fear, all they’ve eaten
for a year to hungry, hungry Biscay.
‘•JIGGS IN SOCIETY”
WEEKLY REVIEW
Our parson puts all tears to rout, he
trusts In God, his heart? is stout, hut
wants to swing the lifeboat out, for
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
the devil rules old Biscay. The good
fg
What is the greatest thing in life? Mother Love, Sweetheart Love,
ship nt the seas does hound; she tries
Sister Love?
in vain to knock them down, then
See
LOUISE
GLAUM in “LOVE”
backs away and goes out round the
THE ROMANCE OF A GIRL WHO DARED
mountainous sens of Biscay.
—For Her Sister
“For days and days we bob arounjl,
our only motion’s up and down, tlie
Q MADE HER SIN
old ship makes a --------- poor clown
for acrobatic Biscay. The cooks arc
—For a Good Man
having lots of fun as after pots and
REDEEMED HER
pnns they run, hut dinner's always
sure to come, they are the cooks for
WEEKLY
“ONE
Biscay. The engineers down in the
REVIEW
WEEK
”
hole, they only say gol blame my soul,
teiBEiaKLLjsaiBiiBma
just you see tills old ship roll, on
WKEiUlimiUULEX-KUHMIlliS
bloody, bloomin' Biscay. For four long
days we've stood the gaff, hut not dis
couraged, no, not half; we’re getting
used to Biscay's chaff, we'll soon be
out of Biscay. There’s one thing sure,
I’ve lots of time to put this old bay
into rhyme; we'd rather put It far be
hind. this restless Buy of Biscay.
“The good old ship she isn't weak,
old Biscay cannot make her lenk, or
even make her timbers creak; she
defies tlie Bay of Biscay. She's load
: : TODAY : :
ed deep with Iron ore, it tries her to
the very core; she doesn't even pinch
Did you read F. Hopkinson Smith’s great novel, “Caleb West,
a door, she laughs at rough old Bis
Master Diver”? Whether you did or not, don’t miss today’s
cay. Our company says the cap's a
feature pictures.
dear, as to the channel we draw near,
because from Biscay he's won clear,
■■‘DEEP WATERS”
a conqueror of Biscay. Now, today
the weather's fine, we're leaving Bis
cay far behind; so I will close this
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
awful rhyme, and bid good-by to
Biscay.”

PERRY’S STEAM LAUNDRY

PARK THEATRE

a

ALLAN DWAN presents "A PERFECT CRIME"

If Vou Like Our Paper,
Tell Your Friends;

If Not, Tell Us

A comedy drama from the Saturday Evening Post story, fea
turing Monte Blue as a nyodern Munchausen. Keen suspense,
brilliant humor and pathos.

‘FANTOMAS”

MODERN CROOK”

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 5,
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DAIRY PRODUCTS

h . n.

MAYNARD S. BIRD

Every-Other-Day

1921.

McDougall

WALTER C. LADD

Why Prices of Milk and But
ter Are Dropping—What

Maynard S. Bird

To Do.
A great many farmers complain that
the price of milk and butter is drop
ping. There are several reasons for
this. Milk and butter is being sent
into the United States from other
countries and sold at a lower price
than the farmers in the United States
can produce the same product.
A tariff bill would help this trouble,
but it is up to the farmer to find
means by which these products can be
produced more cheaply. This can be
done by: decreasing the labor, through
the use of modern conveniences',
breeding for production: and testing
your Ctrl's in order to get rid of those
that do not pay.
Another reason for the drop in price
of dairy products is that there are so
many substitutes, epecially in regard
to butter. There are a number of
farmers who sell all their butter and
then furnish their own family with
substitutes. They must expect others
to do the same, thus causing an over
supply and drop in price. Use the pure
products in your home reducing the
surplus, not only in butter but all farm
products.
There will never be a substitute
which will take the place of milk and
butter. It has been found that people
who use pure milk and butter, in con
trast with the non-users, have ob
tained greater size, greater longevity,
are more aggressive,
and
have
achieved greater advancement in lit
erature, science and art. It is quite
important, therefore, that the nation
as a whole use more dairy products
and by the increased use of these
products the farmer is sure to get a
fair price.—Knox & Lincoln Farm Bu
reau News.

Fire, Life, Accident, Health, Liability, Compensation
Plate Glass

Fidelity & Deposit Co. of Md.

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

Assets Dec. 31, 1920

Assets Dec. 31, 1920

Real Estate ............................ $ 672,134 42
Mortgage Loans ..................

124,650 00

Collateral Loans ..................

100,000 00

Stocks and Bonds ................ 18,763,092 92

Cash in Office and Bank .... 1,740,004 01

Agents’ Balances .................. 1,985,616 68
Bills Receivable ....................

6.385 85

Interest and Rents ..............

197.233 48

All other Assets ..................

Real Estate ............................ $2,437,538
Mortgage Loans ..................
9,500
Collateral Loans .................. 133.021
Stocks and Bonds ................ 6,856,993
Cash in Office and Bank .... 1.831,996
Agents’ Balances ................ 1,467,947
Interest and Rents ..............
5,812
All other Assets ....................
91,398

56
00
91
59
45
56
74
76

Gross Assets .................. $12,834,209 57
117,591 26 Deduct items not admitted 376,505 15
Admitted Assets ............ $12,457,704 42

Gross Assets .................. $23,706,708 62

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920

77,197 63

Net Unpaid Loses ................ $2,161,194
Unearned Premiums .......... 3,344,762
Admitted Assets ............ $23,629,510 99 All other Liabilities ............ 1,627,683
Cash Capital ........................ 3,000,000
Surplus over all Liabilities 2,124,064
Liabilities Dec. 31. 1920

THE FARM BUREAU

Be

In cyder that a definite plan of work
may be carried out each month by the
Farm Bureau organization. County
Agent Wentworth will draw up each
month a calendar of work. This cal
endar will appear in the Farm Bureau
News beginning with the May issue.
For the month of April the following
work will be performed in Knox-Lin
coln counties.
Anyone
interested
should plan to attend these meetings
in order to find out what is being done
in the Farm Bureau:
April 5—Nobleboro; 9:00 a. m., prun
ing; 1:30 p. m„ account work; at J. A.
Perkins’.
April 6—Waldoboro; 9:00 a. m., milk
testing at C. N. Light's.
milk
Apil 7—Camden; 1:30 p. m
testing at R. W. Cripp’s.
April 8—Thomaston; 9:00 a. m.
pruning demonstration: 1:30 p. m account meeting: at Eric Harjula’s.
April 12—Rockland. 1:30 p. m,
dairying: 7:00 p. m., poultry talk; at
Grange hall.
April 13—Thomaston, dairying.
April 14—Hope, 10.00 a. m.. milk
testing.
April 15—Warren, 9:00 a. m, prun
ing at H. W. Pendleton's.
April 16—Nobleboro, dairying.
April 19—West Rockport, 7:00 p. m..
boys' and girls' club work.
April 19—Hope, 1:30 p. m., orchard.
April 20—Union, 9:00 a. m., club
work.
April 21—Warren, dairying.
April 22—West Rockport, 10:00 a.
m., pruning and grafting at village;
7:00 p. m., poultry talk at Grange hall.
April 23—Jefferson. 9:00 a. m„ milk
testing at J. F. Andrews'; 7:00 p. m..
talk at Grange hall on Farm Bureau.
April 26—Camden, Boys' and Girls'
Club Work.
April 27—Aina, dairying.
Apii 28—Friendship, dairying and
orchard.
April 29—Washington,
dairying;
4:00 p. m, club work at Mrs. Stevens'.
April 30—Waldoboro, accounts.

INSURANCE

The Phoenix Insurance Co.

Deduct items not admitted

Definite Program of Work Is To
Carried Out Each Month.

Company

Net Unpaid Losses .............. $1,506,854

Unearned Premiums ......... 9,648,236
All other Liabilities ............

38
46
33
00
25

Total Liabilities and
Surplus .............................$12,457,704 42

500.000

Cash Capital ................... -..... 3.000,000

Western Assurance Company

Surplus over all Liabilities 8,974,420

TORONTO, CANADA

Surplus ............ ................. $23,629,510 99 Stpcks and Bonds .............. $3,476,098
Cash in Office and Bank.... 580,118
Agents’ Balances .................. 1,306,380
Interest and Rents ..............
49,083
All other Assets .................. 190,573

Niagara Fire Insurance Co.

Assets Dec. 31, 1920

Melville L. Small and sister Miss
Maud Small are home from Bates Col
lege on two weeks vacation.
Clyde Small is spending the vacation
with his parents Mr. and Mrs. E. S.
Small.
E. S. Small has been ill but is im
proving.
Mrs. Lewis Small and little daugh
ter Charlotte are visiting Mrs. Fred
Lufkin.
Wesley Small who has been sick is
improving.
Miss Mary E. Davis is the guest of
her sister Mrs. Emery I. Barbour in
Mountainville.
School began April 4 with Miss Mary
E. Davis teacher.
Willis C. Small was the guest of his
aunts Mrs. Mattie Pickering and Mrs.
Jennie Barter at Mountainville Friday.
Miss Annie Lufkin is visiting her
grandfather Greeley Small.

Admitted Assets ..... ....... $5,279,510 60

Mortgage Loans ....................$ 96,000 00

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920

Stocks and Bonds ................12,152,021 79 Net Unpaid Losses .............. $1,727,812 05
Cash in Office and Bank .... 1,123,419 25 Unearned Premiunjs .......... 1,751.808 94
All other Liabilities ............
65,047 07
Agents’ Balances .................. 1.622,572 60 Cash Capital .........
400.000 00
Bills Receivable ...................
5,310 11 Surplus over all Liabilities 1,334,842 54
Interest and Rents .............
All other Assets ..................

92,470 14 Total Liabilities and
Surplus .............. ................. $5,279,510 60
140,326 43

Springfield Fire and Marine U. S. Branch North British &

Insurance Co. of North America
Hanover Fire Insurance Co.
Fire Association
Phoenix Assurance Co.
Royal Insurance Co.
Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co.
Phoenix Insurance Co., Hartford
Fireman’s Fund Insurance Co.
Aetna Fire Underwriters
Western Assurance Co.
Boston Insurance Co.
Philadelphia Underwriters
North British & Mercantile Insurance Co.
Springfield Fire & Marine Insurance Co.
Caledonian Insurance Co.
Northern Assurance Co.
Scottish Union & National Insurance Co.
Niagara Fire Insurance Co.
Westchester Fire Insurance Co.
Union Assurance Society, Ltd.
Traders and Mechanics Insurance Co.
Merrimack Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
Travelers Insurance Co.
Travelers Indemnity Co.
Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co.
United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co.
Lloyds Plate Glass Insurance Co.
New Jersey Fidelity & Plate Class Ins. Co.
REPRESENTATIVES IN WARREN AND VICINITY FOR

Hartford Fire Insurance Co.1

Granite State Fire Insurance Co.

Mercantile, Ltd.

Insurance Company
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

LONDON AND EDINBURGH

Assets Dec. 31, 1920

KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN

Beal Estate ............................$ 335.000
Mortgage Loans .................. 2,600,770
Stocks and Bonds .............. 12,154.014
Cash in Office and Bank .... 2,724,400
Agents' Balances .................. 2,182,878
Interest and Rents .............. 170,627
AH other Assets .................. 207,184

Assets Dec. 31, 1920

00
00
00
79
25
85
22

Stocks and Bonds .............. $10,598,669 37
Cash in Office and Bank ....
811,572 43
Agents’ Balances .................. 1,703,692 34
Interest and Rents .............. 129,192 34
All other Assets ..................
57,778 30

Gross Assets ..................$20,374,875 11

Gross Assets ...........
$13,300,904 78
Deduct items not admitted
878.613 51

Admitted Assets ............$20,374,875 11

< Admitted Assets ............$13,422,291 27

Liabilities Dec. 31. 1920

Net Unpaid Losses ............$1,732,795
Unearned Premiums ..........11,368,661
All other Liabilities ........... 740.000
Cash Capital .......................... 2.500.000
Surplus over all Liabilities 4,033,417

Liabilities Dec. 31. 1920

96
47
00
00
68

Total Liabilities and
Surplus ............................$20,374,875-11

Net Unpaid Losses .............. $1,014,123
Unearned Premiums ......... 7,210.379
All other Liabilities ............ 393.199
Cash Capital ........................ 400,000
Surplus over all Liabilities 3,404,688

85
82
00
00
60

Total Liabilities and
Surplus ............................ $12,4*22,291 27

Fireman’s Fund Insurance Co.

Westchester Fire Ins. Co.

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK CITY

Assets Dec. 31, 1920

Assets Dec. 31, 1920

Real Estate ............................$ 633,040
Mortgage Loans ................. 2.232.423
Collateral Loans .................. ' 255.654
Stocks and feonds ................ 14,135,125
Cash in Office and Bank .... 3.489,324
Agents’ Balances ............... 4.107,712
Bills Receivable .......
341,502
Interest and Rents ............. 234.333

52
33
49
86
90
82
84
30

Real Estate ............. .............. $
5,876
Mortgage Ixians ..................
93.710
Stocks and Bonds ................ 8,752.352
Cash in Office and Bank .... 1.071,721
.... 1.257.990
Agents' Balances ....
67,365
Interest and Rents

00
00
74
64
21
96

Gross Assets .................... $11,249,016 55
Deduct items not admitted
560,ti45 74

Gross Assets .................. $35,429,118 06
Deduct items not admitted 1.190.497 27
Admitted Assets ............$24,238,620 79

Admitted Assets ............ $10,688,470 81

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920

Net Unpaid Losses .............. $1,089,850
Liabilities Dec. 3.1, 1920
Unearned Premiums ..........$6,719,123
All other Liabilities ........
301,663
Net Unpaid Losses ........... $3,224,469 38
Cash Capital ........................ 1,000,000
Unearned Premiums ..........12.359.876 25
Surplus over ail Liabilities 1,577,833
Ail other Liabilities ........... 462.200 00
Cash Capital .......................... 3,000.000 00
Total Liabilities and
Surplus over all Liabilities 5,192,075 16
Surplus ............................. $10,688,470

Total Liabilities and
Surplus .._...........................$24,238,620 79

28
83
49
00
21

81

Caledonian Insurance Co.
OF SCOTLAND

Gross Assets ..................$15,232,120 34

Assets Dec. 31. 1920

39,233 54

Deduct items not admitted

. $15,192,886 80

Admitted Assets

I

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net Unpaid Losses ..............$1,219,919 00
Unearned Premiums ......... 7,677,533 70
All other Liabilities ...........

537,200 00

Cash Capital .......................... 2,000,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities 3,758,234 10

Total Liabilities and

OUR
REPUTATION
FOR

Mortgage Loans .................. $ 359,009
Stocks and Bonds .............. 2,618,528
Cash in Office and Bank .... 170,800
Agents’ Balances ................ 511.510
Interest and Rents ..............
29,726
All other Assets ..............................8,417

HAS BEEN
OUR BIG
ASSET

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920

N«g Unpaid Losses ..............$ 258,945
Unearned Premiums ......... 2,224,411
All other Liabilities ............ 102,000
Cash Capital, (Statutory
Deposit) .............................. 200.000
Surplus over all Liabilities
721,822
Total I,labilities and
Surplus .....................

PARK THEATRE

Tire Rockland High School Fresh
man boys played their rivals the Soph
omores Friday night. At the end of
the first half, with a strict referee, the
score was 11-7 in favor of the Soph
omores. At the end of the second half,
however, with a somewhat more le
nient official, the score gradually rose
to 35-9. In spite of this fact, the
Freshman defensive was especially
strong, most of the Sophomore’s goals
being made by their center and backs,
Cohen and C. Record. The score:
R. H. S. Freshmen

Goals Fouls
... 1
R. Snow If
2
Ludwig rf
... 0
Record c ..
.... 0
Baum rb ..
.... 0
Staples lb .
Rising If ................... 1
S. Snow rf......... 0
F. Stewart If........... 0

Totals .................

4

R. H. S. Sophomores

Goals Fouls
3

Flanagan rf
Reed If ........................

3

S. Cohen .
H. Smith
C. Record
Totals

.

The Faruums—Dustin and William
—have a big .following in Rockland,
and opinions differ as to which
is
the better man in the movies. Today
we see Dustin, and you will have a
good chanoe to compare, for most of
you know every move and expression
of his brother William. Anyhow you
will enjoy "Big Happiness."
" Love” is the very expressive title
of the midweek feature,
starring
Louise Glaum.
Natalie Storm, young,
beautiful,
Points
2 very much desired, loved Tom Chand
5l ler. Tom had "prospects” but they
dreams are
0 were of the stuff that
0 made of. For herself Natalie asked
nothing. But she was not considering
herself. Tom went to South America
n j a-soldiering for fortune to lay at
o ‘ Natalie’s feet. He knew Natalie loved
him.
Yet, when he returned, he
found Natalie the plaything of an
other man, the mistress of his home,
Points his dreams were shattered. Natalie
There were
11 had made her choice.
6 two paths open to her. Poverty and
12 illness—for her sister and herself
0 —and the other which led to comfort
6 and ease, outdoor life for Beatrice
with laughter and sun and Joyous
35 ness. Natalie chose the latter road.
—adv.

OWL’S HEAD

Still Indignant.

It was the day before the great G.
Saturday evening a dance with re
freshments was held in the Bain A. R. parade and the teacher of a
building.
class of six-year-olds was trying to
Miss Ella Maddocks who has been at acquaint the children with the signifi
home for the winter has returned to cance of some of the festivities.
Portland.
The children, evidently rich in ex
Alexander Bain is ill with bronchial
pneumonia, attended by Dr. North. periences of the recent war, inter
rupted rather freely so that little
Bernice Meservey has a bad cold.
The M. T. Jameson store is looking progress in the lesson was made.
fine with new paint on the inside.
Finally one little fellow piped out,
Leona Reed has returned to U. of M. “Yes, Miss ------, m.v uncle ------ ” and
here the teacher stopped him. Put
ting a hand on each cheek she said:
“Yes, dear, but you tell us that story
later, won't you?”
“ 'Taint no story, either,” said he,
indignantly, "my uncle was, too, shot
through the leg by the Germans, and
I kuow it.”—Indianapolis News.

READ THE HOME PAPER

and
BOOST HOME INDUSTRIES

WARREN

WALDOBORO

Charles Littlehale has purchased a
farm at South Jefferson and expects
to move there soon.
Neil Gray was home from Water
ville for the weekend.
Knox Pomona meets at South Hope
next Saturday. It is Ladies Day.
Albert Whitmore returned Saturday
to the University of Maine.
Mrs. George Teague and Mrs. Ida
Libby have returned from Gardiner
where they have been visiting.
Vernon Teague was at his home over
the weekend and returned to his work
at Bath.
Mrs. William Stickney and Mrs.
Joseph Stickney spent Friday at Mrs.
Earle Maxey’s home in Thomaston.
Edgar Hart is at home for a visit.
Mrs. Maurice Ginn was at her sis
ter's Mrs. Benjamin Starretts Sunday.
Mrs. Bertha Achorn was home for
her Easter \acation.
Mrs. Edwin Starrett and daughter
Pearl have gone to Rhode Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Copeland have
gone to Boston on their wedding trip
and will return later for a week's visit.
Hiram Moody returned to Searsmont
Saturday.
Edward Cutting went back to Orono
Monday to resume his studies.
Maynard Waltz returned to Hebron
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Peabody and
daughter Ruth spent Sunday in Rock
port.
Mrs. Gay Wooster spent Sunday at
Mrs. Fannie Brown’s in Thomaston.
Leland Philbrook is at home for
awhile.
Mrs. Frank Conant has gone to the
hospital on account of appendicitis.
Warren Lodge cf Odd Fellows ex
pects to have work on six candidates
at next Friday night's meeting

Miss Maerice Benner of Rockland
was the guest Thursday of her mother.
Dr. Hodgkins of Thomaston was In
town last week.
Miss Ann Gay who has been visit
ing in Boston the past two weeks re
turned home Monday.
Mrs. Harold Rider and children are
visiting at West Waldoboro.
Albert Benner of Rockland spent
Sunday with his family here.
Floyd O. Benner has a position at
the button factory and is staying at
Dr. Warren Sanborn’s.
Stanley Bailey is home on vacation
from University of Maine.
Mrs. Hadly Kuhn and Mrs. Maynard
Kuhn and daughter were in Portland
last week.
Mrs. Lou Harth of Brighton, Mass.,
was the guest of Mrs. Elmer Went
worth last week.
Paul Duslia of New York has been
in town in the interest of the button
corporation.
The big health picture. “The Turn
of the Road,” to be given presentation
in Clark’s hall April 22, under the aus
pices of thsf Woman's Club is one of
Griffith's sqven reels. The entertain
ment will be free to all women and
girls over 12 years of age.
Young
girls must be accompanied by their
mothers.
Mrs. C. B. Stahl and daughter Betty
returned home from Rockland Saturday.

“Fire Tree" of Australia.

One of Hie most extraordinary of
Austrnliau trees is the “fire tree”
which Is common In N'pw South Wales.
When in full bloom it is a mass of
flame-colored flowers, and looks like
a tree on fire.
Telephone that Item of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see It,

Whenever the recipe
calls for flour,
think of

PEERLESS FLOUR
Standard

of the World

While PEERLESS is a bread flour, it gives
most pleasing results in all kinds of baking
and cooking. Its whiteness is especially de
sirable for cakes and pastries.
PEERLESS is as nearly an all-around flour
as & fancy high-patent bread flour can be.
Therefore, if you do not care to trouble with
two or more kinds of flour, you will find Peer
less the one right flour to have on hand.
ORDER HARDESTY PEERLESS FLOUR

IN THE WHITE BAG
CARRIED BY ALL GROCERS

ROCRUKB WHOLESALE 6R0CEBI GO, DEslrllnlBrs

ROCKLAND FIRE ALARM

Main Street, Corner Limerock
Head of Railroad Wharf
Cor. South Main and Mechanic
Tillson Avenue
Cor. Fulton and Suffolk Streets
Main Street, Corner North
Pleasant Street. Corner Orange
Main Street, Corner Park
Broad Street. Corner Grace
Rankin Street, Corner Broadway
Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
45—Middle Street, opp. Fern.
46 Main Street at Rankin Block
North Main Street, Cor. Warren
Camden and Front Streets
Head of Cedar Street
West Meadow Road
Camden Street near F. B Church

ORDER EARLY!
Now is thi time to place your order for Spring delivery. For 32
years we have manufactured cemetery work at this location and have
given universal satisfaction. Our aim is to please our customers both
as to quality of work and price. We solicit your patronage.

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
GRANITE AND

38
00
00
00
19

..$3,507,178 57

14 SCHOOL STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
THE SOPHOMORES WON

00
75
68
85
80
27

Gross Assets ................... ...$3,688,984 35

Surplus ............................. $15,192,886 80

International
Radio
Co.
Acquires
Furthur Property in Belfast and
b Busy Down Here

STONINGTON

96
39
61
77
02

Gross Assets ......................$5,602,254 75
Deduct items not admitted 322,744 15

NEW YORK

IT MEANS BUSINESS

The Intel*national Radio Company,
which has established a station in
Belfast has now acquired some 300
acres of land, much of which has been
cleared of trees. A modern plant
has been built, the four steel mast
towering high above the town.
The station is what is known as ax
ship-to-shore station and it is said
that Belfast is in a direct line with
the course of nearly all of the
European steamship lines, as they
come up the coast and make their* last
turn before crossing the Atlantic.
This is true also of ships coming
west.
While the owners of the station
have been exceedingly reticent re
garding their plahs and no one, not
connected with the business has been
allowed to inspect the operating room,
it is understood that it is purely com
mercial and that messages received
here are relayed through the Western
Union to given points. It is also
known that the Westinghouse Electric
Company is interested in the project.
The same company has an expermental station on the Maloney
farm at the Head of the Bay. Proinment officials have visited it several
time recently, and there are hints at
important developments, but if the
aforesaid officials were reticent in
Belfast they had * nothing on the
Sphinx while in Rockland.

Assets Dec. 31, 1920
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